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Imprint 
Imprint is the University of Waterloo’s student newspaper. It is an 
editorially independent newspaper published by the Journalism 
Club, a club within the Federation of Students, University of 
Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario. Phone 885-1660 or ext. 2331. 

’ Imprint is a member of the Canadian University Press (CUP), a 
student press organization of 63 papers across Canada. The 
paper is solely dependent on advertising revenue for funding. 
Imprint publishes every Thursday; mail should be addressed to 
“Imprint, Campus Centre 140”. We are typeset by the Dumont 
Press Graphix collective; paste-up is done on campus. Imprint 
ISSN 0706-7380 . 

News Editor 
Advertising Manager 
Production Manager 
Entertainment Editor 
Photography Editor 
Sports Editor 
Graphics Editor 
Prose and Poetry Editor 
Science Editor 

Ciaran O’Donnell 
John W. Bast 

Randy Barkman 
Carole Marks 

Ron Reeder 
George Vasiladis 

Harry Warr 
Peter Gatis 

Stephen Coates 

Over two and a half years later. Many thanks to Nick Redhing, John Bast. 
Ciaran O’Donnell, Oscar Nierstrasz, rcfark McGuire, Sylvia Hannigan, De: 
nnis Rekuta, Frank Morrison and many others who were concerned with 
both a free and responsible press. Finally, a 32 page paper! Put out by those 
above except the last two. Plus: Harry .Warr, Coral Andrews, Martin Mac- 
Phee, Dennis J&ksFn, Steve Hull, Jim Gardner, Ian! Allen, Lori Famham, 
with massive ‘work from Leonard Darwen on everything, Peter Gatis, 
Keinhardt Christiansen, Vince Catalfo, Anne Innis Dagg, Mark Winnett, 
Steve Izma (Fred Nieman), Kevin Walsh, and special mention to Peter Bain. 
We would have had more but many of our staffers were fooling around at the 
Glossette office. Sorry to all those who’s copy didn’t make it in the past or 
‘who’s name didn’t make it into the Masthed. Keep publishing. Goodbye. 
Randy Barkman. 
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CampM Events 
Thursday, March 29 Book Sale, noon to 10 PM, Sunday, April 1 .’ 
At 2:30 today Miriam Edel- 

First United Church. Good 

son. chairr>erson of the bargains here. 
Worship Service with coffee 
and discussion following. 

CC Pub features taped Oniario kederation of 
Students, and OFS field- 
worker John Shortall (ex- 1 
president of UV./ Federation) 
will be in the Campus Centre 
World Room to discuss 
educational issues. Come 
and get the correct line on , 
the P.S. Ross Report. 
Everyqne is welcome. . 

music and the usual prices. 
Two bad pinball machines 
now; stick to Super Straight. 

Pray fosparks here and 
learn why that really doesn’t 
work. (But there’s always 
hope.) 1O:OO AM, Conrad 
Grebel, Chapel. 

The Peace Society features 
a film, “Oh, What a Lovely 
War”, a full length feature 
film. Conrad Grebel Hall, 
(rm 156) 8:00 PM 

Worship Service with 
Chaplain Remkes Kooistra, 
11 AM HH 180. 

Cabaret Pops Concert .- 
the KW Symphony play: 
with guest soloist Jane Coop 
on the piano. This rare sight 
is at the Bingeman Park Bal- 
lroom; Tickets are $5.00 at 
the door, or available from 
the K-W Symphony Office. 

Advanced TM lecture for 
those who are nervous about 
exams. CCllO, 12:30 PM 

Risk Tournament in the 
Great Hall of the CC, 7 PM. 
Come to the turnkey desk 
for details. 

Two Score and More - a 
musical ja& review that 
spans the eras from great 
grandmother s time to the 
Jazz Age. 8 PM, Humanities. 
Student tickets are $4.50, 
available from the UW Box 
Office. 

Friday, March 30 
University Women’s 
Federation 15th Annual * 

Saturday, March 31 
The penultimate Curio to- 
night on CKMS; the exciting 
adventures pf our troop of 
daring sleuths are continued 
to the brink of death by sus- 
pense. 1O:OO - beware: this 
is after dark. 

University Women’s Fed- 
eration continues with their 
book sale, at the First United 
Church in Waterloo. Good 
bargains, starting at 9 AM. 

Black Walnut Ballet 
Company presents an even- 
ing bf dance at 8 PM in the 
Humanities Theatre for 
$3.00 if you’re a student. 
Tickets at the Box Office. 

Monday, April 2 - 
K-W Pollution Probe Film 
Series features “The Nuc- 
lear Age” and other stories 
at 7:30 PM in the Kitchener 
Public Library. 

The CC Pub features, oddly 
enough, a D.J. tonight. 
Odd, &h? But the pinball 
machines endure in case he 
doesn’t. The problem is Feds 

are now ripped off for 50 
cents. 

Tuesday: April 3 
GO association meeting, 
from 7-l 1 PM, in CC1 13. 
GO - if you’re up to it. 

CC Pub has a D.J. again 
- the Grand Experiment 
continws. Tonight the ques- 
tion - is the difference bet- 
ween taped music and a D.J. 
worth the 50 cents for Fed- 
eration members? 

Wednesday, April 4 
Campus Centre Free 
Movie tonight has Dustin 
Hoffman in “Little Big 
Man” at 9:30 PM. 

Mid week prayer and wor- 
ship at 4:30 PM in Conrad 
Grebel Chapel. This is your 
chance to ask why me? as 
regards today’s exams. 

Gay Lib Coffeehouse at 
8:30 PM in CC 110, as 
usual. 

Campus Centre Pub still 
has a D.J. (Disc Jockey, for 
those who haven’t caught on 
yet.) Times were when you 
could have a quiet round of 
beer and pinball without pay- 
ing 50 cents. So much for 
the-good old days. 

i 

Comment 
\ 

The recent lamentations Yet PhDs cost the tax- 
about reduced government payer about $70,000 eacli 
grants for universities, and for their university training, 
the fewer PhDs who will in with seven or more years of 
consequence be produced, grinding work on the part of 
have turned my thoughts the student. There are open- 
upon this highest degree. ings for 450-500 PhDs in. 
What are its advantages and Canada each year, but 2000 
disadvantages? PhDs are produced.* The 

Universities love to pro- oversupply--‘become short- 
jute PhDs. These students term post-doctoral fellows 
wring prestige and much earning an aver\age of 
government money to a $1200Oor drift away infrust- 
Jniversity, teach under- ration from their fiel’d of ex- 
graduates far more cheaply pertise. At present, there are 
:han faculty do, and under- thousandsof u nemployedor 
:ake research which will in- underemployed PhDs in 
crease the publication out- Canada. 
put of the supervising pro- What do these PhDs feel? 
Fessor. Professors therefore Perhaps gratitude at having 
Iften pretend that there is a been allowed to study in 
future shortage of PhDs depth some problem which 
:st,ory on OCUFA, K - W interested them. Undoub- 
Record Jan 24, 1979) and tedly disappointment that 
that jobs for PhDs are read- all their work and hopes 
ly alvailable (Morton, UW have come to nothing. Cer- 

Gazette, Jan 4, 19 78 or tainly rage when they learn 
Henry, Science Forum they are overqualified for 
Vov-Dee 1978). At the Uni- many jobs. 
fersity of Guelph, biology Is there much possibility 
‘acuity go so far as to phone that one of these PhDs could 
students to beg them to do teach at a university? Virtu- 
graduate work. , ally none. Only a few jobs a 

year are offered across 
Canada-in any’ one discip- 
line. Many of these go to 
non-Canadians - last year 
7 3 non-Canadian full-time 
professors and 40 visiting 
professors from abroad were 
hired by Ontario univer- 
sities (Globe and Mail, Jan 
20, 1979). As well, univer- 
sities do not necessarily hire 
the most qualified people, 
despite their noble state- 
ments about high standards. 
In 1975 WLU hired a full- 
time teacher with only an 
MSc degree. The university 
apparently did not advertise 
the position, even though it 
knew many people with 
PhDs were-desperate for 
work.‘(In 1974 154 people 
applied for 2 faculty posi- 
tions in the same depart- 
ment .) 

Perhaps PhDs could earn 
a living doing research? But 
there are few research jobs 
open, despite the 
government’s bright prom- 
ises, and few business want 
to hire PhDs (Sunday Star, 
Apr 2,,1978). A Dee 1977 

UW survey of nearly 600 
employers of co-op en- 
gineering students found 
that 75% of firms or organi- 
zations felt their employees 
should not complete a 
post-graduate deg.ree. Only 
15.5% felt they should. 

Surely a PhD has prestige, 
even if no job? Not necessar- 
ily, if she is a woman. Some 
newspapers and some 
academics purposely refer 
to male PhDs as Dr, and to 
female PhDs as Mrs or Miss. 
This shows, in a subtle way, 
their contempt for female 
pretensions. \ 

In summary, it seems to 
me that a PhD can be per- 
sonally satisfying, bu;t that 
at present it is unlikely to 
gain one employment. If 
universities continue to pre- 
tend that it is something it is 
not, however, and if they do 
not honour it themselves, its . 
value will gradually be de- 
graded. 

Anne Innis Dagg 
Resource Person 

Integrated Studies 

IN ews - 
Math Defeats Another Can You Vote? 

The Math Faculty Coun- Thousands of university 
cil voted 24-21 against Mo- students will not be able to 
tion 2 of the Promotional vote in the upcoming Fed- 
Standings committee. The era1 election May 22. 
motion would have limited Citizens .vote in their 
the number of courses math place of residenge, deter- 
students could take to a mined by wliere a person 
standard course load except was living at the the time 
for “exceptional” students. the election was announced. 

A similar motion wa: de- Students will be allowed to 
feated a’t the previous fa- vote in their town of resi- 
culty meeting. dence or at the homes of 

A motion to require stu- their parents, if enumerated. 
dents 8 terms residency at Many students will be at 
UW will be brought forward neither location due to the 
at the next Faculty Council timing of the election. 
meeting,Tuesday, April 17, For further information, 
MC 5158. All concerned contact professor T.H. Qu- 
math students are urged to alter, Political Science, ext. 
attend. 2100 

CKMS Renewed what the station was airing, , 
and at the same time toid 

University of Waterloo’s them not to engage in any 
student run radio station commercial activities. Ass- 
(CKMS) has had its license man also said the CRTC in- 
renewed for five years. sists that CKMS air 14 
Administrative co-ordinator hours of classical, and tradi- 
David Assman said that the tional jazz and folk music Per 
CRTC was pleased with week. # * 
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MCLauihlin plays highlights of his career 

+ 1 Concerts 
If there’s any truth t9 the 

saying that time flies when 
gou’-re having fun, the people 
dho saw M&ray McLauchlan 
3t one of his two Humanities 
Theatre performances must 
?ave found themselves look- 
ing at their watches in as- 
tonishment when the show 
ended. _ 

Although McLauchlan per: 
Eormed for a full two hours, a 
rarity in these days of short 
concerts, time passed very 
quickly as he played all the 
highlights of his eight year re- 
cording career. In a well- 
paced concert that covered 
everything from the “Farmer’s 
Song” through “Hard Rock 
Town” to “Whispering Rain” 
from his latest release of the 
same name, McLauchlan 
treated us to a solid cross- 
section of his best work. 

Performing on both guitar ’ 
and piano,-often concurrently 
with harmonica, and using 
Drily bassist Dennis Pendrith 
to provide accompaniment, 
McLauchlan presented his 
audience with simple but 
tasteful rather than spartan ar- 
rangements of his songs. Even 
the heavier tunes from the 

, 
sional as his musical perfor- 
mance. His often anecdotal in- 
troductions to his songs served 
both to entertain and inform 
his audience without being 
pompous or boring. They also 
gave insight5 into 
McLauchlan’s lifestyle and at- 
titudes. 

Murray McLauchlan began 
his involvement with music at 
the age:of five when he got his 
first harmonica and took up 
the guitar at the age of 11. He 
began writing songs, largely 
influenced by the Yorkville 
scene of the late sixties, and 
finally succeeeded in selling 
some early efforts to such ar- 
tists as Three’s A Crowd and 
Tom Rush, thus slowly ,de- 
veloping a reputation as a 
songwriter. He performed in 
folk clubs in Toronto and New 
York City until finally signing a 
recording contract with True 
North Records in 1971. 

McL&chlan bases many of 
his songs on observations 

made while traveling, of which 
he does a great deal. Although 
he often works the music out 
on the guitar, he is increasingly 
using the piano, which he only 
began playing five years ago, 

Hard Rock Town days with preferring its harmonic rich- 
the Silver Tractors seemed to ness on ballads. He records 
retain their original spirits de- on@ his own songs, with the 
spite the simpler acoustic ar- sole exception of a song called 
rangements he employed, Carmelita, which Warren 
which is no trivial accomp- Zevon showed him many 
lishment. years ago (1972) when both 

McLauchlan’s stage pres- toured with the Everly Bros., 

supporting act and’zevon 
playing pidno with the 
Everly’s. Carmelita, the 
royalities from, which kept 
Zevon from starving the days 
before he too became well 
known, appeared on the same 
album as Farmer’s Song, the 

McLauchlan from his relative increasingly difficult to fit his 
obscurity to public recogni- 
tion. W&en in New York’s 

acoustic songs into the format 
of tKe Silver Tractors. He then 

Gotham Hotel while ’ disbanded the Silver Tractors, 
McLauchlan was producing although he retained them for 
the album on which it later ap- studio work on his albums, 
peared. Farmer’s Song’was a” and returned to the acoustic 
satiric look at the hippies who format he had originally used, 

which his encore was de- 
manded by the audience 
shows that Murray McLauch- 
lan has managed to come full 
circle in his career without los- 
ing fan support, an achieve- 
ment which few groups in 
to-day’s trend conscious music - - 

ence was every bit as profes- McLauchlan performing as a single which helped bring 
d 

L 

Last Thursday Murray McLauchlan drew a fair crowd to this showsat the Humanities 
Theatre. His performance was outstanding. He played selected highlights of his career so 
far, including his new number, “Whispering Rain” from his new album of the same name. 
His acoustic guitar preSented the audience with a simple but tasteful rendition of his 
repertoir. 

Photo by Martin MacPbee 
. 

were working out of cities and 
starting up utopian farms * 
without any knowle’dge of 
farming. It was released as a 
single, buzzed up the country 
charts and to everyone’s sur- 
prise including McLauchlan’s 
crossed over to MOR and\ top 
40 charts, where it did very 
well. 

preferring to draw on ihe ’ industry can hope to match. 
strength of his songs rather With any luck, Murray 
than the virtuosity of his side- McLauchlan will still be here 
men. Although he doesn’t rule -when all the superficial disco 

-out an eventual return to an and punk bands have gone to 
electric format, it would be less the Great Sound Check in the 
electronics-and-effects pedals Sky. 
oriented than the Silver Trac- Reinhardt Christiansen 
tors. 

Whispering Rain is Murray 
A major change is McLauchlan’s latest release 

McLauchlan’s direction came and according to him, it marks Students 
when he formed the Silver an increasing ability to look in- 
Tractors to support him in his side himself and share his feel- 

or teachers 

live shows. Drawing largely on ings with people. Judging by needed to work the 
the sessions musicians who his rapport with his audience 
had played on his albums, in- at the Humanities Theatre, he 
eluding Dennis Pendrith on has more than increased his 

I bass and Ben Mink, how of ability - he has mastered the 
FM: on violin, he sought to art. The enthusiasm with 
make his live performances 
much more like those on his 
albums. His songs were also 
becoming more complex and 
he felt the need to inaugurate 
a heavier electric sound. Al- 
though initially successful and 
popular, McLauchlan gradu- 
ally found himself becoming 
restricted by the format of an 
electric band and soon 
realiied that it was becoming 

Extra $$$ 
Promotion opportunity 
with us if you have a 
car. 

886-5848 

TCS Electronics 
Typewriter, Calculator, 

Dictation machine 
service 

Repairs to all make5 
Rentals, sales, supplies 
All battery replacements 

7444071 

REPAIRS ~0 ALL MAKES /A~~E~~~RIES 

. 98 KING ST. NOfUH, WATERLOO 
a (just north of &idge+ Road ) 
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Applications 
are being accepted for the post of 
Chairperson of the Creative Arts Board. 

If interested, please contact Mark 
McGuire; President, Federation of 

e. 

EDBARS 
Waterloo’s 
dew-ntown 

disco 1 
with new sound 

.eqtiip ment 
and a top light show! 

No covercharge 
side entrance to City Hotel 

’ (ofi Herbert St.) 

Training for 
First Line Supervision 
If you are looklng for an easy 9 -  5 job. read no further But 
if you are looklng for a job that WIII offer challenge, variety. 
responslblllty and opportunity for personal growth, you may 
be the person we are seeking 

The shift foreman IS the first line super_vlsor responsible for 
seeing that the job I S  done In a safe and efficient manner, 
whether the lob I S  producing Iron In our  blast furr;laces or  
flat rolled products In our  plate mill. They are Management’s 
front line representatives, Interpreting both Company policy 
and the union agreement They must have a good under-  
standing of their workers’ needs and motivations In short. 
they must learn to effectively manage people, materials. 
machines and money 

We offer on-the-job training. outside courses, when required. 
excellent wages-and benefits, Including a tuition relmburse- 
ment programme, should you decide to further your formal 
education through extension courses 

In addition, we offer growth opportunltles People that were 
hired as part of our  graduate training programme can be 
found at all levels of responslbillty In the Operations Dlvrslon 

If you are Interested In an Intetvlew, please-send a resume to 

Mr R  W Haddow Personnel Services Department 
The Steel Company of Canada Limited 

100 King Street West Hamilton Ontario L8N 3Tl 

For our visitors a warm 
welcome can be just as 
important as fantastic scenery 
or exciting cities. And that’s . 
where you come in-with 
a smile and attitude that 
says loud and clear: “I’d like 
to help make ypur stay a 
pleasant- one.” 

Like thousands of stu- Each welcoming smile 
dents across Canada, you 
may depend on seasonal 
employment in Canada’s 
tourist industry to help pay 
for education and living costs. 

and handshake fosters 
national unity and inter- 
national goodwill and helps 
protect a source of income 
for almost a million Cana- 
dians . . . and that could 
mean you! 

Making visitors feel 
welcome is vital to the con- 
tinued growth of tourism 
in Canada. 

And it’s obvious that this 
source of income relates ‘ 
directly to the number 
of tourists who travel and 
vacation in -Canada i.e. more. 
tourists. . . more jobs! . . c 

It’s worth keeping in 
mind the next time a visitor 
asks you for directions or 
help - because tourism is 
important to all of us. 

I, 8 
Canadian Gover<ment Off Ice de tourism; 
Off Ice of Tourism du Canada 

ChtiatiZ 
So much to go for. 

Classified1 
Two bedroom furnished apart- - - - 

Typing: Essays, theses, reports, ment to sublet. $200/month. 
etc. 15 years experience. Elec- April 23-September 1. One week 

tric typewriter. Quality work. free rent. 20 minutes from cam. 

Competitive rates. 742- 1822 or pus. Call 884- 133 1. 
579-5619 (Sandy Sanders). Executive-type home during 
Neat, accurate typist, (6 years sabbatical yecdr beginning Au 

experience) with IBM typewri- gust or September 1979. Mod 
ter available to ty‘pe essays, ern, well-furnished four bed 
theses, reports, resumes, letters, room overlooking river, close tu 
Phone 743-2933 evenings. schools and universities. Ren 

negotiable. Call (5 19) 576-0448. 
Typing service - fast, Efficient, - 
accurate. Phone Maria Louise Apt. to sublet May-Aug., suita 
578-4806. ble for 3 or 4. 3 bedrooms, : 

Forier UW secretary will do 
bathrooms, parking, sauna, fur 
nished. 10 min. to campus 

technical .and other typing at $300/&nth or  neg. Call Kevin a 
home. Phone 579-6738. 884-5016 or Nick at 884-7495. 
Experienced typist will type es-. Moving 
says, resumes, etc. Reasonable 
rates. Close to- campus. Phone $lO/hour (I can move a lot in a 
Nancy 886-3 122. hour). Half ton truck 886-4063 

David. 

Housing Available For- Sale 
- 

Room: k-ivate and sp_acious up- 
Component stereo - good star 
ter system. Must sell. $185 o 

stairs of clean cosy house avail- best offer. 886-7209. 
able April 1st. Close to Univer- 
sity & Westmount Plaza. Rent ‘69 Valiant 40,000 miles. Little 

rust. Great shape. $575 call Dave nego’tiable. 745-3635 Ronn. 884-5795 Must be Seen 
886-2023 John. .9 

Storage 
Nine room house with garage on 
King Street West, Kitchener. Need a place to store some furni 
Call-893-4429 or 578-5864 or ture or other articles‘? Pick-u 
578-7788. available. Call 886-0865. 

GREAT CANADIAN 

POETRY WEEKEND 

AT 

BLUE MOUNTAIN 

Four& Annual 0 June 1,2,3. 
This weekend has become an annual institution in’ 
the world of Canadian letters. Over 20 Canadian 
poets including Robert Kroetsch, -The Four 
Horsemen, and James Reaney will be reading and 
conducting’workshops in an Inspiring locale. 
Student Packages at $54.50 include dormatory 
accomodation and six meals. 
Econoniy Packages at $88.00 Include chalet - 

* accomodation and six meals with the poets 
themselves 
For more information write: 
Great Canadian Poetry Weekend, 
P.O. Box 581, Collingwood, Ontario, 
L9Y 328 or phone 869 3799 ext. 216. 

United Trails ‘. ‘ 
u / Airport 

-1 Transportation 
Serving the university 

community - 1 
“Airporter” service 5 times 

daily, 7 days a week ,~ 

$8.00 Per person, to or from Toronto 
lrhrnational Airport 

This service in addition to our door to door service. 

OAPARTS ARRIVES 
NRPORT 

WAT. MOTOR INN 

E! :*:* 
750 a.m. 

lOI a:m: 
930 a.m. 

1220 p.m. 
2:40 p.m. 430 p.m. 
500 p.m. 850 p.m. 

U~tV~RIlTY 
7I45a:m: 

OF 750 WAT. a.m. 
930 a.m. 

lo:35 a.m. 1220 pm. 
2:45 p.m. 430 p.m. 
505 p.m. 650 p.m. 

KIT. BUS DEPOT 
6:20 a.m. 750 a.m. 
6:00 a.m. 930 a.m. 

1050 a.m. 1220 p.m. 
390 p.m. 430 p.m. 
5:20 p.m. 650 p.m.- 

!Ti%!z ARRIVES 

WAT. hY~;CH$ ;N; 
83Oa.m. : 

1O:OO a.m. 11:40 a:ml 

UNIVERSlTYO~5WaA~. 
83Oa.m. : 

1O:OO a.m. 11:35 a:m: 
1 :OO p.m. --+ 2:35 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 750 p.m. 

1O:OO p.m. 11:35 p.m. 
KIT. BUS DEPOT 

830 a.m. 9:55 a.m. 
1O:OO a.m. 11:25a.m. 

1:OO p.m. 2:25 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 7:40 p.m. 

1O:OO p.m. 11% p.m. 

Please clip for future reference 

s call 578-0110 
for more information 

“Our business is picking up!” 



Like Abraham of old you felt an urge, 
An impulse that lifted you up 
Out of your father’s house 
Out of your native country 
Out of your familiar customs- and traditions 
And set you down in a new land 
A strange land 
Where all was different 
The behaviour , 
The people 
The food . _ 

Your silence is a flame 
That bums my heart with memories; 
Of short nights in wine and laughter; 
A dream I only imagined forever. 

The tears don’t answer why ’ 
Isent you away. 
The only salt the wounds 
That are raw; 

I torture myself with the never question; 
Dying of loneliness fathoms below the surface of pain. 

“Don’t go” the wind whispers 
Through -the trees. 
Don’t slay me with your 
Love for her. 

\ 

I shall become immortal and watshing from afar 
While you and she share a starlit night. 

Teddybear Dream 

Animal-woolly and silkily softily 
cosily warrningly ever-disarmingly 
gently enveloping amber-eyed lovingly 
shaggily erudite wisdom of child-time companion 
gazing in mute comprehension 
and smooth-pawed em>bracing in hunny-hued 
furrily fuzzily disarranged carpet-like 
pelt of deeply-warm meadow in summery \ 
goldeny unheard-of-places where blue-eyed 
and tawney-haired little boy burying 
hands and face purposeful steadfast and 
adamant child-grief in comforting lovingly 

I shall be ‘a star, dimly tear-moistened nestle of pink-skin and teddybear fur. 
lighting symphonies 
And the dampness on your ’ Pauline Diirichen 

cheek will be * 
’ The dew of my tears drowning on your beautiful face 

Even the English. . . And you will softly wonder of the morning 

“I had no friends. I was staying alone. 
Feeling the majestical tenderness of the natural earth 

I did not understand American English well. - Naive to the reality that 
. I was afraid to talk with any American for fear the universe weeps at your feet. / 

That’we would not understand each other. 
I.1 

I did not like American food and did not know You! The Greek god - your brow 
How to cook. I was physically weak when I left India Moonlit and pale. 
But I became weaker at Iowa State University,” The lockslof hair. are swept 
My’ friend Harshad recalled. 
But out of the fire of discomfort 

In golden silk. 

True comfort can come. 
The fine gentle curves of lips 

It is cool in the core of the flame 
promising mystery; 

It is cool in the core of our own being. Feathers of lashes gently resting 

“Out of many painful disturbances, love grew. on noble cheekbones: 

Now my eyes do not distinguish 
Tina Basciano 

People as Americans, Indians, Chinese etc. 
There is love for all without any concern.” .’ 

Is it chance, or the working of a design -* “Doctor 220, Doctor 220” 
’ The cool impersonal voice echoes, 

Down the long antiseptic corridors. 
The old man rolls by in his- wheelchair, 
Rolls by in his own world. \ 

Born like leaven, “Why so busy. ?“, he wonders, 
Born like seeds upon the wind, “Why so many people?” Wish You Were Here \ 

And they bring their countries with them, No one wants to talk to the old man, 
And they bring the spirit of their people with them, The formats become known . 
And if we will receive them He wheels into my room. And crystalized; bold of chill . 
And if they will receive us It is cold, painted frighteningly bright my numbness takes forth * 

The oId man mumbles on, and commits surgery 
I don’t want him here, he frightens me, - to my memory- 
His skin is all mottled, his hands shake. Shocking, electric connections: 
I want him to leave, I fear his wizened old face, * Wires exposed to my fingertips; 

The blue of the flame I fear it may be a reflection, Spontaneous sparks from my blankets, and 
Of my futureAlone, ‘You, watching for more fireworks. 

That’s why I took up skiing;* 
I go away alone now 
To study the sense 

Chris Foster and nonsense of winter branches 
And their inverted shadows under the snow. 

But now the orderly is coming, ’ I leave my best words on the trail - 
The nurse wheels the old man away, Written in two long, smooth lines 

, He doesn’t understand why, Testaments to my satisfaction - 
The orderly wheels me away, And return to the parties in my room 
I do understand The onslaught of beers, pizzas, reefers, 
Because that’s the only difference between us. And hands, with hands, with words. 

The deaf do it best. 
Martin MacPhee 

I think about the lack of joy 
’ in the words I’ve heard all my life 

And the impairment that resulted: 
The tears that lack salty sorrow 
The smiles we crack 

’ Like burning logs. 
The nights we freeze ‘our faces 
For one 
Last , 
Toke. 
The solitude and loneliness 
Of waking in the morning , 
Alone again. 
The inverted-winter-shadow- 
nonsense- coldness of it all. 

I 

As I take more of the outside in, 
And leave more of the inside out 
a balance is struck, 
Hard and burning in my face- 

the mark on my cheek 
where I slept on my hand; 

Fingerprints in my ears 
\ to shield from rude alarms, 

banging pipes, dropped crowbars, 
Slammed doors, falling water 
In the shower down the hall, 
Someone typing in another building, 
Your restless sleep-breathing 
Seven hundred miles, and two years, 
Away from me. 

J.R. Frost 



dd salle from Khgons and telepathic 
This May, the CKMS 

adio Theatre Group will 
zlebrate its first anniversary, 
hether anyone else celeb- 
ites it ‘or not. (it’s always 
een a suspicion of ours that 
o one listens to our shows 
xcept the cast and crew. To 
eep our ratings up, there- 
jr-e, we always ty to have 
rge casts. ) 
For those of you who 

ave never listened to any of 
ur shows, and for those’ . 
tre few who do listen and 
re interested in what goes 
n behind the scenes, this 
rticle is a short retrospective 
f the year gone by. 

If nothing else, we can 
aim we brought you variety 
I our programs: the 
eartgripping soap opera, 
arah Goes to College; our 
5ence fiction/fantasy series, 
otal Eclipse; our psychic jn- 
estigation adventure, Curio- 
nd our vastly unpublicized 
Christmas Mystery Special, 
which would have had a re- 
lly clever name, if only we’d 
rought of one. 

Over the year, we’ve 
lrned a girl into a mermaid, 
mutated a marijuana plant 
rto a jungle, changed an as- 
zroid from dirt to gold and 
lack again, ridden in a 

From ;‘Fireball” XL-5 on the left to Sara Goodbody on the right, these dramas and comedies m the past year and WIII soon be going for more, 
refugees from FASS (and other random elements) have put out four radio returning to another week in Sara’s exciting (if unusual) life. 

overcraft with a pair of two most powerful gods in in which we learned to do world was the sound of a memoriie our lines and do where we take what we can 
zlepathic lizards, played a existence, and fouled up one sound effects, write, and act script page turning. We have without scripts. Memorization get. We’ve been exceedingly 
,eadly party game, mur- of the most ambitious jewel for radio. At least, we yet to learn how to avoid is of course an admirable lucky with our actors so far; 
lered someone in a locked heists of the centruy. And learned a few of the basics, page turns, but we’re still ideal, but then it would be with a little rehearsal and 
3om, and brought to life a that’s only brushing the sur- which may be as far as we’ll experimenting. One of the nice too if we were all pro- browbeating from Marilyn, . 

No-ton statue. face. ever get.’ For instance, we more laughable suggestions, fessionals being paid a we’ve managed to create a 
We’ve saved the universe Sarah Goes -to College learned that the most un- often put forth by our direc- hundred bucks a show. number of memorable 

rem the Klingons, killed the was our first effort, theone wanted sound effect in the tor Marilyn Turner, is that we Indeed, we’re in a position characters. 
\ 

sole searching? 
q Training ‘flats? Specialty shoes? Whatever sport you’re 

Training Flats 

Terry Metcalf 
BSF 100 
BSF 133 

L3auer _ 
Targa - 
Equipe 
Charger 

* nmamm 
Villa Nova l 
Vantage- 
Supreme 
Victress 
Lady Vantage- 
Supreme 

Elmic, kM 
hwuqSba% by Earn, 

Street Fighter 

xc2000 
Rockette * 
Typhoon 
Canuk 
Lady Flex 
LR-80 

355-Train 
320 

Some articles are not 
available in all stores. 

Silver Shadow 
Strider II 
Racer II 
Racer I 

Montreal 76 

adidas-& 
SL-80 
Orion 

TRX Competition j-~ -~ 
~COllVERSE~ 

World Class - 
Trainer H 

LQV 
Oceania 
Road Runner 
Waffle Trainer 
Lady Road Runner 
Lady Waffle Trainer 
Lady Oceania Trainer 
Wally Waffle 

1980 Trainer-, 
Hornet 

into we’ve gotthe shoes you need at Afhretes World! 
Racing Flats 

Super Comp 

Jayhawk -_ -e 
Sting 
Elite 
New Boston 

Texan 
iQCOfWEMil _- ~~- 

World Class- 
Invitational 
Joggers 

mt?x 

*W 
A-= 

Tennis 

.L - WWER 
Poly.Match 
Poly Mate 

HEAD 
Arthur Ashe 

, Hard Court Love 
Super Star 
Advantage - 

c l - %-..a-- 

Nyli te 
Olympic 

E!l%?k~bE , 
Fied Perry d 

adidm& 
Billie Jean King 
Rod Laver 
Stan Smith 

Easy Foot . n 
Indoor Cour’t ’ 

.A!!!!m 
Attack 

Rotation B- 1 
Rotation B-3 

.L \ 
PDWEiC 

BSF 406 

Hunt 

I VGlley 
Raquette II 
Curt Canvas 
Wimbledon 
All Court 

Copenhagen 
- Volley 
Baseball, Football, _ 
Soccer 

If we are out of stock 
in your size or style, 
we’ll get it for you! 

mai -- 
8866520 

The‘ 
Canadian Athletic 
Shoe Specialists. 

N-420 
Madrid 
Homer 

Pele 

Colombes 
adidasb+ 

Argentina 
: Junior - 

Becken Baurr 
:;yhYr 

Basketbail 
Es=4 - _..-- 

Pro Leather 
Hi-Cut 
All Star Hi 
& Lo cut 

Bruin White 
Bruin Blue 
Blazer Hi Top 

Speciality Shoes 
*Marathon 
*Javelin 
*Long Jump 
*Triple Jump 
*Hammer _ 
Boxing Boot 
*Shot Put 
“Discus 
*Sprint 
Cycling 
*Hi Jump 
*Wrestling 
Fencing 
*Speciality shoes are 
available only by 
special order, in most 
cases can be filled 
within 2 weeks. 
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Kzards by CKMS radio theatre troupe \ . . 
6’s no small demand on a 

person’s patience to spend 
/ four hours taping in a 

. cramped and stuffy studio. 
The most remarked-upon 

instance of a long session 
was the infamous orgasmat- 
ron scene in Week Three of 
Sarah Goes to College. It 
took ten takes to come up 
with a workable co- 
ordination of the noise box 
that faked the orgasmatron, 7 

. the explosion on tape, the 
cellophane fire crinkling in 
the background, and of 
course, the three actresses 
trying to shout over the hul- 
laballoo as they were being 
burned alive. 

All things being considered 
though, fancy sound effects 
like that are often less trou- 
ble than the simpler ones. 
The most difficult effect we 
have ever had to deal with is 
plain old footsteps. 

After all, who’s going to 
know what a flying saucer 
sounds like? What do you 
expect to hear when five 
people, a dog, and a cyborg 
are sucked into a black hole? 
but when it comes to foot- 
steps, everyone’s an expert. 
Footsteps across linoleum, 
footsteps over a creaky floor, 
footsteps on gravel, running 
footsteps, bouncing foot- ’ 
steps, sneaky footsteps. . . 

I remember kneeling on 
the floor, tapping pencils on 
a piece of plywood to try to 
simulate- the click of a dog’s 
toenails 11 lake walking. 

’ At the end of last summer, 
the people behind Sarah 
Goes to College liked their 
first taste of radio theatre so 
much, they clamoured for 
more. After a great deal of 
cogitation and consultation 
with those involved, I wrote 
the pilot episode of Total Ec- 
lipse, based on a horrible 
jumble of misconceptions 
about black holes. 

The goal was to create a 
widely-contrasted assortment 
of characters with a vehicle 
that could go just about 
anywhere, anytime. One of 
the foremost problems the 
writers faced when- handling 
the show was the very im- 
mensity of options from 
which to choose; the pos- 

. sibilities were so vast no one 
knew where to begin. 

In the end, we decided to 
base the series on the seven 
deadly sins, though I would 
be greatly surprized if any of 
our listene!rs figured that out. 
In each of the seven 
episodes, our characters in 
the Fallen Angel bar zlapped 
into a different environment 
to illustrate each deadly sin, 
from the asteroid prison of 
the wrathful Necromancers, 
to the artificial slum of the 
.avaricious street gangs. 

Total Eclipse was com- 
pletely episodic, Sarah was 
one long story, so last 
Christmas we decided to try 
our hand at yet another form 
of presentation, the hourlong 
special. 

The special was a murder 
story which finished just be- 
fore Christmas break, and 
aired Christmas Eve, New 
Year’s Eve, and the first 
Sunday in January. Appar- 
ently a number of people 
missed it and were disap- 
pointed (perhaps some of 
the people who heard it 
were disappointed too, but 
who needs critics?) 

In all likelihood, the station 
will broadcast the show sev- 

era1 times again over the rest of the show. 
next few terms to make sure Our most recent effort, 
everyone gets a chance to Curio, is perhaps the most 
hear it. . sophisticated series we’ve . 

Radib 
Drama 

I might make special men- 
tion of the music for the spe- 
cial, written by Steve Hull, as 
is all the music for CKMS 
Radio Theatre; the score 
consists of snatches of , 
Christmas carols played in 
minor keys, just the thing to 
match the atmosphere of the 

ever tried. The narrative flits 
back and forth in time as it 
deals with the doings of four 
psychic investigators forming 
the Curio Investigation 
Group. 

The most unique facet of 
the writing for the series is 
that we actually knew how 

the thing would end before 
the series began, thanks to 
the efforts of about half a 1 
dozen people who came up 
with the basic plot outline as 
early as January. 

The six episodes break 
down neatly into three sepa- 
rate cases for the inves- 
tigators, yet at the same time 
threads of subplots weave 
through the series and climax 
with what we hope are going 
to be some surprising revela- 
tions. (Since the final show 
won’t have been aired at the’ 
time of publication, you can 
hardly expect me to give‘ 
more than that away - if 
your curiosity is tweaked, lis- 
ten to the show and find out 
for yourself. ) * 

What does the future hold 

for CKMS Radio Theatre? As be around in the summer, 
much as anyone wants to something’s bound to be 
make ‘of it. I have every in- happening in the fall, but 
tention ??f writing another you’ll have to wait to find 
Sarah series’for the summer out what; after all, you can 
with all-new floormates, and hardly expect us to think that 
that means we need both far ahead. 
cast and crew: If you’ve al- In short, if you’re in- 
ways wanted to act but terested, come to the CKMS 
freeze out on, stage, you organizational meeting held 
might find a radio studio less at the start of every term, or 
intimidating, call up the station and talk to 

If you’re the sort of person the people there. If nothing 
who likes tinkering with tape else, see for yourself how 
recorders and sound effects, much fun it is to gather 
we’ll greet you with open round the radio with friends, 
arms. If you’re masochistic ‘floormates, and casual ac- 
enough to want to write for quaintances, to listen to the 
the airwaves, plans are pro- laughs and excitement we 
ceeding to give you just that broadcast each week. It has 
chance in the second half of to be better than doing 
the summer. schoolwork. 

And if you aren’t going to Jim Gardner 



I I PHOTOGRAPHERS 

GRAD PHOTO PACKAGES 
FROM $39.00 - 

Graduate A ttire Supplied 
259 King St. W. * 

Kitchener 

and its all at the GRAND HOTEL - ncwtjr rcnouatkd 
6 Bridge St. West, Kitchener 

Large new gas,reserves have been discov- 
ered in Western Canada in recent years. 
Now Canadians are self-sufficient in natural 
gas for years ahead. Our future supply is so 
sure, in fact, that even with increases in 
domestic demands we can continue 
exporting substantial volumes of gas. These 
exports do much to help our international 

And in fact, one of the 
reasons why domestic de- 
mand is expected,to grow is 
the favourable long-term fore- 
cast of our natural gas reserves. 
The trend is toward the energy 
form with the greatest, most 
assured potential. 

ibu can now take 
advantage df a highly 
constr uctiwe cycle. - 
Thanks to-new discoveries, 
Canada’s natural gas industry 
is-optimistic about the future. 
Newdiscoveries have created 
an ab.undance-of natural gas. 
This means greater reserves for 
tomorrow as well as a ’ 
considerable quantity of 
deliverable fuel for today 

Consequently, TransCanada is planning 
a major pipeline extension to Easterh 
Quebec and an appropriate method of -- 
serving the Atlantic Provinces with indigen- 
ous sources of energy 

. -The greater the use of natural gas, the 
more funds become available to continue 
exploration for new reserves. 

Canada reach its goal of self-reliance. 
It’s an upward cycle that benefits 

every Canadian. \ 

Making the most of a good 
thing today will ,help us grow 
tbmorrow. 
Our fortunate natural gas energy situation 
helps establish a solid basis for 
sustained growth. 

Canadian natural gas looms large as the 
fuel that will keep Canadian industry inde- 
pendent., competitive and prosperous and 
more and more of our homes comfortable. 
For a long time to come. 

This is a-welcome change from the j 
energy problems you’ve so often been 
hearing about, 

And it makes a great deal of sense to make 
the most of this energy opportunity right now, 

To the student, businessman, manufactur- 
ing executive or individual homeowner 
Canadian self-sufficiency in natural gas 
plus the efficiency of the Canadian distribu- 
tion system means being able to choose a 
safe, secure, economical and environmen- 
tally sound fuel for the future -a fuel that will 
pay dividends right from the start. 

balance of payrnents. By using natural gas more 
extensively - and more efficiently - 
you’re helping 
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Union-touting ,film ,coyers wissues limply - 
“Norim Rae” is an am- ., evangelical aspects of the 

bitious but, nevertheless, union organizing drive (like 
ambiguous attempt to ex- handing out leaflets at the 
amine the unionization of a factory gate, the first meeting 

largely due to feeling mini- , 
ma1 intimidation from her 
sparse vocabulary. 

toy, increasing the fury of Here and more so in other 
ti.e management with every = places his char&cterization 
step, every salesman-like falls down. He is even more 
greeting to workers, and fearless than Norma Rae, but 
every poisonous insult to the it is not at all evident why 
bosses is militantly comical this is so. Does he have 
(purposefully, not uninten- sharp-shooters hidden be- . 
tionally, as in the case of hind every scene to protect 

New York City? Whatever 

This lack of sophistication 
stands out, of course, in her 
interactions with Reuben, the 
union organizer. His intell&- 
tual abilities, while invaluable 
in haree>sing management _ _ - _ 

the reason, it’s either an in- 
joke for the filmmakers or 
the secret ingredient of a 
union organizer and makes 
the character hard to swal- 
low. 

With these qualifications 

\  

I  

BEgwies - I / V \ 
the fiim remains a moving 
portrayal of people in strug- 
gle to change conditions that 
originally seemed unchange- 
able. It provides at least a 
.glimpse of the multi- ’ 
dimensiotial pressures on 
people to suffer under the 
way-things-are, and the kinds 
of excitement unleashed as 
people begin to work to- 
gether to widen the cracks in 
those pressures. It’s just un- 
fortunate that the filmmakers 

and providing legal advice 
and all the technical support 
for thelorganizing drive, 
prove to be an emotional 
barrier between him and the 
people of the mill, expecially 
Norma Rae. It’s obvious that 
she is ,continually frustrated 
by his aloofness; in fact in 
some of the scenes where 
he; probing is a clear attempt 
to break down the 

I  

r  

textile mill in the southern 
U.S. Its success will probably. 
rely more on its ambiguity w _ 
than on any precise perspec- 
tive - political or otherwise 
- that lies in the film. - I 

The film’s construction is 
of a something-for-everyone 
form, and it seems to cover 
almost all the angles that 
may be expected from a 
“controversial” film. The 
problem is that it covers them 
rather limply. For those who 

and speech/sermon taking 
place in a church, and the 
sacramental holding aloft of 
a sign marked “union” by 
Norma Rae, initiating a work 
stoppage) are all elements 
leading more to a renewal of 
faith than to social change. 

Yet, even if this was the 
filmmakers’ intent (and I 
would despise them for it) 
it’s possible to shuck away 
the political opportunism and 
appreciate what’s going on 

separateness between them 
he seems to be acting in a Maoists). His response to his him? Has he deadly martial can see this struggle only 

different film altogether. own bosses hits the nail on arts skills? He seems to get through the filters of the 
Nevertheless, some of his the head - they’re a couple away with murder and to be 

actions are brilliant. His of self-righteous creeps - saturated with heroics. Does 
strange compron+e of un- 
ionism and ‘ ‘Hofiywoodism ’ . 

promenade through the fac- yet stretches credibility. it come from being raised in Fred Nieman 
need to c%gorize a film in among the characters of the 
order to appreciate (or hate) film. Although it appears-that 
it, its con&s could be distil- the union is the instigator of 
led easiljl into: 1) a union the rebelliousness at the mill, 
film; 2) a woman’s film; 3) a’ it’s very clear that people 
live story; 4) a film on the working there don’t need to 
horrors of archaic factory be toid what they don’t like 
conditions; and, most ironi- about work. The union or- 
tally, 5) a technocrat’s film. ganizer, bundle of energy 

The source of the irony is that he may be, is still merely 

A decorator’s dilemma. 9 
Ts there a crueller problem for bulb and fixture inside one of our 

paper lanterns, just in frdm the 
Island of Formosa. 

lthe horrie decorator than that 
that hardly anyone could fail a spark that is quickly fol- of the centrally‘ located ceiling 

light? - 
Thanks to this devilish inven- 

tion, one flick of a light switch can 

to sympathise-with the pro- lowed by passionate activity 
tagonists of this film because much too long subdued in 
in all the categories men- the din of weaving machin- 
tioned above the worst pos- ey. 
sible conditions prevail: 1) in Sally Field as Norma Rae 
this town, union organizer bears absolutely no resemb- 
means “Communist”; 2) the lance to a flying nun, regard- 
women portrayed in the film less of the religious aspects 
are treated either brutally or - of the union/drive. Nor are 
as highly-protected objects her concerns reducible to 
and always with a double- any of the issues outl&d be- 
standard; 3) stability in love fore; she experiences not just 
relationships is far worse the issue of dangerous,and 
than even job security; 4) the debilitating work conditions, 
horrendous work environ- nor linerely a concern for an 
ment, though not atypical in organized resistance to the 
the twentieth century, makes factory managers, nor the at- 
one yearn for the stone’ age; tempts by most men to sub- 
and (this is the cruncher): 5) ordinate her, not the im- 
any sophisticated corporate poverishment of her and her 
manager would realitie that childrens’ lives, .but rather a 
forcing people to work in conscious or unconscious 

Made- of sDlit bamboo ribbina 
and rice pap& covering, they fold 
flat for easi carrying. We can z 
provide any necessary electrical 
connections. 

In most situations, these lan- 
terns can be installed in one or 
two minutes. And they are as easy 
to afford as thev are to r>ut UD. 

The jburneyi Fro*m the 
port- of Kaohsiung, Is- 
land of Formosa, 
aboard the Oriental 
Executive sailing under 

kill every charmind shadow in a 
tastefully furnishe& room. 

Colours ao aarish. 
Hosts and guksts may discover 

that thev’re ndt dinina, with the 
beautiful people after ill. 
- One solution is to hide both 

the Liberian flag. Across 

Canal up to Montreal. 

such conditions is unprofita- merging of all these factors 
ble - forcing people to work 
stoppages, or strikes; sabot- 
age and work inefficencey., 

Thus the conditions de- 
scribed in the film, while cer- 
tainly representative of the 
most regressive areas of 
modem industrial society, 
amount to nothing more 
than a spectacular horror 
story, and, like a rendition of 
Dracula in Transylvania, bear 
little relevance to the situa- 
tion of most people who will 
see the film. If the intent bf 
the filmmakers was to foster 
a pro-union sentiment in the 
audience, such a spectacular 
presentation leads to little 
more than passive awe; this, 

into an almost completely . 
fearless motivation. While the 
tendency in &any films, of 
this nature is to portray a re- 
solutely wooden character, 
Norma Rae goes through 
conflicts and errors as well as 
joy and some amount of 
success in her struggles. You 
can’t pin her down to this or 
that stereotype even when 
she’s speaking cliches; the 
strength of her other re- 
sponses reminds us that real 
people with real emotions 
are Sometimes left with no- 
thing better than cliches to 
express something important 
to them. Her success at mov- 
ing through problems as well 

together wiih the various as she does is probably 

Luncheon 11:30 to 2.kp.m. HOMEMADE SOUP 
Licensed under L.L.B.0 ’ AND COFFEE 

You must be 18 or  over to 
enter the Pickle Cellar with purchase of 
entrmco on north aid* - any’ sandwich 

of building 

Mansize Corned 
Beef, Roast Beef or 
Ham on a Bun, .cole 
daw . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Sandwich Plattdr 
with tote dew, roast- 

zliwtat-ss vesete . ..I........ 

1 25 

A/t’ the Pickles 
can eat. . 
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Ad-porno filmdainns commercialized sex 
‘Hardcore’, directed by of the world. It damns the commercialized sex. 

Paul Schrader is a film sexual revolution that started ‘Hardcore’ describes how 
describing pornography as it in the 60’s through a a girl in her late teens runs 
is fourid in every major city portrayal of street-corner, away from her deeply 

\ - Applicafions . . 
are now being accepted fo,r the half-time 

. position -of 
x/i Edifor . 
of the Fall 

Information Handbook 1_ 
Applications ark to be submitted-to the 

Board of Communications c/o Helga Petz, 
CC 235. Application deadline is 4:30 PM, 

l 

April 6. .- 
Federation of Students 

religious family. A detective 
employed to find her shovs 
Alex Vamdom, played by 
George C. Scott, his first 
‘skin flick’, in which his 
daughter is playing the lead. 
Vandom then sets out into 
the streets of vice to find her.. 

Scott is a very powerful 
actor and is impr&sive in his 
role. Due to his force of 
character the viewer’s 
attention is fixed o’fi Scott 
and none -of the other 
characters stand out. This is 
very effective: the audience 
identifies with the reactions 
of Vandom, seeing what 
man will do to hi.niself to 
survive. 

A lot of the audience may 
find the language and some 
of the scenes repulsive to the 
extent of asking themselves if. 
such sequences are necessary. 
This film, however, . 
would not be very effect- 
ive if Schrader showed a 
slightly tamer view of 
pornography. The audience 
sho_uld be shocked by what 

they see: the sex industry for its topical value. It is not 
has gone far beybnd what a sex flick, but instead a very 
one could call entertainment. moral film. The story tries to 

One criticism could be that show how low and revolti@ 
one never finds out how the pornography can be. This is 

daughter got into the sex a current issue due to our 
scene in the first place. This 
is the only major loose end. 

constant exposure to the 
topic. 

The film is worth seeing Dennis Jackson 

No initiation fee or cover charge 

MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE 

d Fully Licensed Lounge, 

38 -3 -‘- TOTAL .MEMBERS;Il~d . 
ISENIOR MALE . . $2801 
INTERMEDIATE 
- 1946 . . . . . . . $230 
SENIOR LADY. . . $210 
,I~TERMEDIATE . s195q 
JUNIORS - 1045 ’ $60 

W-18 $85 
, NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE 

COMPli~ORY $330 , 
FEES 

CLUB STORAGE $280 
$33 $260 

O.G.A. FEES 
MEMBERSHIP $245 4 
ASSOCIATION 

/ LOCKER FEES $60 
I $17 $8S I 

ALSO: If any member in a family is a Senior or Intermediate 
member, the entire,family has an automatic social 
memberstiip at no extra charge, which includes swimming 
pool, sauna and club house privileges. 
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‘China Svndrome’ forecasts 
atomic disasier \ k world 

The China $ndrome, “We came close to the people killed tiould depend 
now playing at-the Lyric will China Syndrome. If the on which way the wind was 
stun you. Producer Michael nuclear vessel - the core - blowing . . .render an area 
Douglas (One Flew Over the is exposed . . . the fuel he&s the size of Pennsylvania 
Cuckoo’s Nest) has put beyond. . . tolerance in a permanently uninhabitable 
together a powerful thriller matter of minutes, nothing - not to mention the cancer 
with a message. Syndrome is can stop it, and it melts right that would show up later.” 
a combination of Network through the bottom of the KCLX sat on the storv arid 
and Cuckoo’s Nest; its 
impact is crushing. 

planet, theoretically to China. refused to air the film. a 

Jane Fonda is brilliant ,as 
Kimberley Wells, a girl hired 
for her looks in a 
Mary-Tyler-Moore-type job 
with a nose for hard news. 
She yearns to do hard news 
and gets the hard and 
straight facts at the end, of 
the movie, a memorable 
media message. 

Michael Douglas plays 
Richard Adams, a stubborn, 
shrewd camera-man 
dedicated to his art and truth 
in the media, no matter what 
the cost. Together he and, 
Fonda make a mean 
cdmbination digging to find 
the secret at the Ventana 
Plant and of employee Jack 
Godell, the hook to their 
story, in a fast paced climax. 

Everyone makes the China 
Syndrome real but Jack 
Lemmon as Godell makes it 
human. Every man can 
identify with his character; 
the man who has to make a 
moral decision, a sacrifice, 
for something he knows is 
right. This is Jack Lemmon’s 
finest performance ever. It’s 
his movie though the script is 
a powerful antinuclear 
statement. 

Written and directed by 
Jeff Bridges and Mike Gray, 
there is never a boring 
moment in China Syndrome. 
The dialogue is punchy, the 
research flawless. 

The camera shots are to 
the point and tight, making 
the movie that much more 
intense. Bridges’ use of 
silence throughout and at the 
conclusion is a stroke of 
creative genius. It numbs the 
senses. 

If anyone deserves 
dramatic acclaim for any 
movie this year it’s Michael 
Douglas, Jane Fonda and 
Jack Lemmon for proving 
that Hollywood can deal with 
serious matters. The research 
and technical detail is clearly 
evident throughout China 
Syndrome, and the result of 
handling controversial subject 
matter in a commercial 
movie market is 
overwhelming: 

Ventana Nuclear Power 
Plant,/Southern California. 
KCLX reporter Kimberley 
Wells and cameraman 
Richard Adams watch 
intently in the visitor’s 
galley, just another routine 
report. . . 

They feel a tremor. Adams 
sixth sense for scoops tingles 
as he sets up his camera. 
Split seconds, later, the 
camera captures shift 
supervisor, Jack Godell, his 
face .pallid, as he and his 
larried staff struggle wildly to 
ivert catastrophe that cou!d 
lffect millions . . . 

One day later, at Adams’ 
lrivate screening, a brooding 
‘rofessor Lowell watches the 
manic in the visitor’s galley 
hat fateful day. His voice 
lolds a strange eeriness as 
le confirms Kim and 
iic hard’s discovery. 

. 

Mo&s radioactive fumes escaped 
into the atmosphere? The 
horror of radiation, mutation, 
cancer, at any moment. Man 
lives in fear of other men. I 

But of course, when it hits War; manmade horror, Men that have money to 
the ground water, it would Nuclear energy; man’s use and abuse nuclear 
blast into the atmosphere modem day, power. . . .Is it energy, men th‘at would 
and send out clouds of safe? Fear gnaws everyone’s ignore safe@ standards and, 
radioactivity. The number of brain. Would happen if risk thousands of lives, men people that don’t know the Coral Andrews 

that refuse to see the danger. truth or are ignorant of 
How safe are human beings? serious issues because the 
Does any man know? Do government has never 
you know or want to know? wanted them to know. 

You should know. Thanks to Michael 
China Syndrome is goin Douglas’ genius, insight and 

to stir people and make co-fipassion, China 
them think about nuclear Syndrome will give all of us 
energy and its dangers, a chance to think again. 

. THISSUMMER 
‘i ’ GOT0 WORIUN’KODIAKS. 

/ Chances a;‘e, your summer 
job won’t be a “cushy” one, so you’ll 
want a boot that’s tough enough to 
keep on gomg. You’ll also want a 
boot safe and comfortable enough 
to keep you going. 

You’ll want the Greb Kodak, 
lob- rated boots hundreds that of 
thousands of Canadian workers, 
rely on-. 

This is the “Origmal Kodak”, 
39570, the 8” hi-top boot with th’e 
CSA-approved steel toe. Fully 
leather-lined and padded with foam 
for al-weather wear and protection 
Sylflex leather uppers and amber 
gum Chevron sole with stainless 
steel pun’cture plate for tougher- \ 
than-nails durability and protection. 
The “Original Kodiak” is also avail- 
able as 39565, without a puncture 
plate for general duty factory work. 

0 SP 

39546 9559 9268 

39546, on the left is an economical hi-top summerweight safety boot 
in Greb Gluvtan leather. Also available in ankle height 9546.&oth with punc- 
ture plates. 

In middle of our like-up is 9559, a tough-stuff ankle boot. The Kodiak 
vulcanized bond between tan Sylflex uppers and amber gum Chevron sole 
gives you waterproof comfort and protection wherever you go. 

_ For comfort and safety in general duty situations choose the Kodiak 
Casual “Blazer”, 9268. With that easy-going styling, you’d never know there’s 
the protection of a steel toe-cap. 

Kodiak Safety Boots are totigh 
enough to stand up to years of hard 
work on the grimmest lob-site. 
That’s why they’re such a favourite, 
almost as common a sight as a 
hard-hat. 

These are the land of fea- 
tures that built the Kodiak reputation: 
1) Leather boot uppers are tanned for 

waterproofing, oil resistance or glove 
feel 

2) Waterproof models are foam Insulated 
and lined wth soft leather. 

3) Brass eyelets that won’t pull.out and 
Du Pont Taslan@laces 

4) CEMA high-pressure vulcamzed sole 
fcr an unbreakable bond to uppers. 

5) CSA heavy-duty and ex&a-heavy-duty ’ 
rated steel toecaps and puncture plates. 

CSA z&,woval as a safety boot 
means approval of materials and 

construction. 

Look to Kodiak for long d 
wearing comfortable Safety Boots 

- wherever you see this sign. 

Or ask your new employer 
how to get them. Your summer lob 
will be more rewaxdmg if you keep 
yourself safe. Wear all of your safety 
equipment at all times on the job. 
May is Safety Shoe Month. Start off 
on the right foot with a new paE of 
lob-rated Kodiaks. 

Greb Shoes Inc., 
Kitchener, Ontario 



What>an you say about 
the world’s only rokk and 
roll, science fiction, 
transvestite, bisexual, fif- 
ties monster movie? 

That it first saw the 
light of day as a West end 

- --. musical in 1972? That it 
starred Tim Curry and 
Richard O’Brien? That in 
1973 it won the London 
Drama Critics’ Award for 
Best Musical of the Year? 

That it is still running, 
seven years later, at the 
Kings Road Theatre (if 
memory serves me cor- 
rectly)? 

That 20th Century Fox 
made a movie of it with 
the same principals in 
1975? That, though both 
the play and film were 

-‘big hits in England, they dl 
both initially bombed in 
North America? That the -- 
film was made on loca- 
tion in the Sistine 
Chapel? 

Well, I’11 tell you: You 
can say anything you 
want. Yes. Yes, Yes, Yes. 
Yes. Yks. No. 

Given its immense popu- 
larity, one would expect to 
see RHPS reviewed in the 
media. The fact that I have 
never seen such a review 
would suggest one of three 
things: 
1. Reviewers realize the 

danger in approaching 
something with a cult fol- 
lowing as large and per- 
verse as this; not only is it 
difficult to approach ob- 
jectively, but saying the 
wrong thing could result 
in one’s untimely demise 
by unusual means, say 
drowning-in uncooked 
rice. 

2. I have not looked very 
hard for a review of 
RHPS. 

3. There is no third thing. 
Assuming for the sake of 

argument that thing number 
one is correct, I will now 
proceed to rush in where 
angels and critics (mutually 
exclusive sets, I’m sure you 
will agree) fear to tread. 

Ahem. 

ple of how an imaginative di- 
i rector and a talented cast 

can overcome the confines 
of a small budget. * 

The cinematography is 
competent. It doesn’t dazzle, 
but neither does it deaden. It 
simply records accurately ’ 

’ what is happening. One can’t 
really hope for more, given 
the small amount of money 
this film was evidently made 
with. And with either a good 
director or a good cast, one 
doesn’t need anymore. And 
this film has both. 

Jim Sharman, the director, 
was apparently given free 
rein to adapt the play as he 
‘wished. His and O’Brien’s 
screenplay cuts out some of 
the play’s deadwood at the 
risk of leaving the plot 

‘slightly ragged, but the end 
result is worth it. The story 
goes from high to high at a 
pace manic enough that we 
have no time to worry about 
explanations. The most 
noiiceable changes from the 
play are the addition of the 
opening wedding scene and 
the inclusion of the Transyl- 
vanians. Both help to re- 
move the story from the 
rather cramped confines of 
the stage for which it was 
written. 

The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show is a wonderful exam- 

__ -7 H I 

On Thursday March 22, ninety-two brain-damaged 
people went down to the Rex Danforth Theatre in To- 
ronto to see a production of RHS. Before the show the 
gaily-clad exhibitionists proceeded to capture the hearts 
of the audience with their touching rendition of “Sin- 
gin’~ in the Rain”. 

One woman was moved to tears as she rummaged 
through her sleeping bag for earplugs. 

Though the management expressed some apprehen- 
sion at the sudden influx of deviancy (‘!We don’t like 
your kind around here, boy.” ), they quickly got into 
the spirit of things when they saw the 72 .millimetre 
Howitzer pointed at the building from the back of the 
bus. 

The bus, by the way, is presently in a sanatorium re- 
cuperating from the arduous journey. 

Soon after our arrival the show began. Amidst a 
downpour of rice and playing cards, we huddled to- 
gether to better intimidate those on stage. Our pres- 
ence was apparently felt. After the performance, one of 
the actors was seen to bury his head in a bucket of 
sand and fingerpaint the proscenium. A touching ges- 
ture if there ever were one. 

By the end of the performance our pictures were in 
every post office in the country (look for the new 23 
cent stamp), and, exhausted but tired, we wheelbar- 
rowed back td our waiting chariot - the horses had 
double-parked. Though elated at our indiscretions, we V. 
were able to top off the evening with a quote from the 
great mime, Marcel Marceau: 

By Steve Hull 
He’s got guts. 
He lives everyone’s dream 

c he is what he wants to 
be the way he wants to be 
it. ‘And anyone who sees this 
film and, regardless of how 
they feel about him morally, 
isn’t moved by his life, is to 
be pitied, for they are mis- 
sing an amazing sight. 

Even James Wark would 
sit up and take notice. 

And what of the cast, that 
small group of extroverts 
who have to take this boggl- 
ing Britannica of the bizarre 

. (Spiro Agnew eat your heart 
out!) and, far more difficult 
than making it believable, 
make it work? They are 
superb for- the job. 

Janet’s middle-American 
housewife-to-be undergoes a 
wonderful rebirth into an 
unquenchable fire of passion. 
Brad’s later self is somewhat 
weaker, but is more than 
madeup for by the ar- 

chetypal schlemiel he starts 
the film as. The Criminologist 
and Dr, Scott are very differ- 
ent yet equally preposterous 
authority figures, and their 
violent fits of boogie fever 
are devastatingly funny., 
Rocky is the weakest per- 
former of the lot, perhaps 
because his part js the 
weakest, but he is physically 
perfect for the role - and 
for the role of Rocky, that is 
an important- consideration. 
Eddie’s song is handled as 
well as can be expected for a 
part with very little for an 
actor to sink his teeth into . . . 

One of the most enjoyable 
changes Sharman has made 
is the inclusion of numerous 
subtle (?) sight gags and ir- 
reverent bits of humbur. 
Quite apart from the actual 
plot, these can keep you 
busy for most of the film. 1 
Examples which immediately 
spring to mind are the ap- 
pearance of the works of 
Michelangelo, Leonardo and 
James Whistler in the most 
unlikely spots; the slightly- 
veiled reference to Dayton, 
Ohio; the wonderfully con- 
cise jab at Richard Nixon, as 
his speech is ignored; the i 
calculated sentimentality of 
Frank N. Furter, complete 
with foot-operated stage 
effects and glycerine tears; 
and especially the wonderful 
parody of the end of King 
Kong, wherein Frank finally 
has his chance to be Fay 
Wray. 

The music is just right, 
both the composition and 
performance, despite the oc- 
casional grotesque lyrics 
( ,, .a Triffid that spits 
poison and kills” (!)). The sets 
are also extremely effective: 
it’s amazing what a talented 
person can do with a few 
glass bricks .and some pink 
bathroom tile. The costumes 
- words fail me, but the 
reaction is definitely positive. 

Both Columbia and 
Magenta exude their own 
personal charm and strange- , 
ness (and flavour and 
colour?), and an almost 
androgynous sexuality which 
complements the hermap- 
hroditic presence of Frank. 

Riff Raff; as if it weren’t 
enough to have a balding, 
blonde, pale-skinned, red- 
eyed hunchback with a luna- 
tic stare intense enough to 
melt celluloid, his other in- 
volvement in the film (see 
the Trivia Quiz) makes him 
downright awe-inspiring. _ 

Few films depend so much 
on one role as this one does 
on that of Frank. N. Furter. 
He is not the only major 
character; he is not even of- 
ficially the hero (or 
heroine . . . ). But he is with- 
out a doubt the focus, the 
source of the other perfor- 
mers’ energy - he alone 
must provide the stuff which- 
determines the whole calibre 
of the film. And his portrayal 
by Tim Curry is so powerful, 
so grab-you-by-the- 
‘.apels-and-shake- you-silly 
that after having seen him 
once one can’t even 
conceive of the role being 
done by anyone else. He 
howls, he purrs, he struts, he 
slinks, he abuses, he 
seduces. He’ s sincerely 
artifical. He’s cruelly 
affectionate. He’s heroically 
cowardly. 



Ending butcheredin 
mutant Rocky prints -: 

Veteran Rockyphiles can ing his globe glowing in the 

probably recall having seen 
dark. The closing credits roll 

two different endings to the by as “Science _ 

film. What most of them 
Fiction/Double Feature: Re- ~ 

won’t realize, however, is 
prise’ ’ is heard, and the film 

that there is a third conclu- 
quickly ends. The ending is 

sion as well, one which, to 
brief, low-key and (I’ m seri- 

the best of my knowledge is 
ous) thoughtful 

not shown in North America. 
The second ending I first 

I encountered this version encountered at the late 

the first time I saw Rocky, in 
lamented New Yorker in To- . 

August of 1976 in London, 
ronto, for my first Canadian 

England. A friend and I had viewing. Here- the last two - ., 

. decided to see this very 
songs are eliminated in their 

strange and very successful 
entirety. From the moment 

musical called “‘The Rocky the castle lifts off we hear 

Horror Show” before we re- “The Time Warp”. For a few 

turned to Canada. On de- moments we see Brad and 

termining the distance we Janet Roll in the mud and 

would have to travel to see mouth the words to “Super 

it however, we decided that Heroes”, but we hear Riff 

ah acceptable alternative Raff Magenta and Columbia 

would be to walk to a sing’ something quite differ- 

cinema a block away where ent. Then the closing credits 

the film version was showing 
begin; but what closing cre- 

and see it there instead. dits! Instead of the expected 

After the film we pro- blood-drenched names, we 

ceeded to kick ourselves 
get stills of all the leads, their 

around the block for not 
names superimposed over 

catching the live version (this top of each. The credits are 

was our last day There; our 
long and “The Time Warp” 

only chance to see it). On re- is hiard through completely 

flection I am glad we saw the at least once (possibly twice; 

filth instead, for two reasons. 
it’s been a while. . .). 

First, we had a chance to 
The third ending is the 

see it under what I consider one seen almost exclusively 

ideal conditions for a first 
in this area. In it the last two 

viewing: the audience was songs are again eliminated, 

completely sedate. There with the exception of the 

was the same kind of silence 
Criminologist’s verse from 

which would greet any 
“Super Heroes”. In their 

movie but Rocky. As a re- place we hear “The Tim! 

sult, we heard all the 
Warp” (you were expecting 

dialogue, with nothing to’ 
maybe “Tea for Two”?), and 

break our concentration. closing credits roll quickly by. 

Secondly, (at last we reach - One can picture. a Fvx ex- 

the crux of this article) we 
ecutive sitting. in his offlce, 

saw an ending which I only 
deciding that what the show 

later came to realize is uni- 
needs to appeal to a North 

que t9 the British Isles. In it, 
American audience is a nice, 

the castle’s departure is fol- meaningless but upbeat end- 

lowed by the complete 
ing to the show, thus 

version of the song “Super 
eliminating the possibility of 

Heroes”, sung by Brad and the first ending being seen 

Janet writhing on the over here. If this is so, then 

ground, surrounded by mud 
we are the losers - instead 

and dry ice. The last verse is of RHPS the w.ay it was 

taken by the Criminologist, meant to be seen, we are le 

who walks out the door leav- with a hatchet job. 

ft 

Thursday March 29, 1979. 

Rocky Quiz 
A Int nf th npn - --- VI r”G.3r: n, .? . -A:  -  - -  -  yueaLlvns a 

difficult. Some are also totall! 

I- 
re easy, but some are very 

1. Who wroje the book q irrelevant. So sue me. 
;, music and lyrics, and what’s his 

other connection with tl he picture? 
how are Magenta, Columbia I 

titles are mentioned in their I 

6. -What is written on the car? 

I 
7- What ic tarp++-- - -  ~1 - - --aaUL Id . -  * 

church? 
W~U=~I VII me notlce board in front of the 

- 
8. What is written on the billboard beside the churc 

:h? 9. In what James Bond movie did Charles Gray c 
Yho plays the Criminologist, take the part of Ernst !&a 

Blofeld? lvro 
10. What is the title of the Criminologist’s book concc 
ing what happened to Brad and Janet? !m- 
11. What is the newspaper Janet is reading in the car? 
for real? Is it 
12. On what date does all of this occur? How can you tt 

all? 13. What is the time on the coffin at the start of “? 
Time Warp”? ‘he 
14. When Frank first enters, what does the tatoo on I 
right shoulder say? his 
15. What supports each loudspeaker in Frank’s lab? 
16. What is written on the knuckles of Eddie’s & 
hand? iht 
17. What is odd about Eddie’s bike? 
18. What do we see behind the Criminologist as he 

talking about the part meals play in ritual? is 
19. What does RKO stand for? 
20. Who is Magenta made up to look like in her fin; 
scene? 31 

Answers 
1. Richard O’Brien also plays Riff Raff. 
2. A Domestic, A Groupie and Ex-Delivery Boy, respec 
tively. 
3. Nine: The Day the Earth Stood Still Flash Gordon 
T,he Invisible Man, King Kong, It Came Frdm Outer Space , 
Forbidden Planet, Tarantula, Them, and When Worlc 
Collide. i 
4. Betty Monroe and Ralph Hapschatt. 
5. The minister is Tim Curry and the congregation is 
composed of the Transylvanians. In fact the only member 
of the cast not to appear in the wedding s>ene is Dr 
6. Scott “WAIT TILL TONITE/SHE GOT HERS NOti HE’LL 
GET HIS” 
7. “Be Just and Fear Not” 
8. “Welcome to Denton/ the Home of Happiness” 
9. Diamonds are Forever. 
10. “The Denton Affair”. 
11. The Cleveland Plain Dealer is, believe it or not, a real 
newspaper. 
12. August 8, 1974. Y ou can hear Nixon’s resignation 

speech over the car radio. (It is worth mentioning that 
despite this, the Criminologist makes reference to the 
“September evening” when -it takes place) 
13. Twelve o’clock. I -- 

I 

A *vlllLlx 
15. A copy of Michelangelo’s David. 

. 16. LOVE. 

1 14- “M~Ti-Ka~~ I 

17. It has two throttles. 
18. L eonardn’c - - - - - - -  ”  “I a~+ C-a----” 

’ Lu3L d”HJer * 19. Radio Keith-Orpheum. 
nfi - -  AC). Elsa Lanchester in “The Bride of Frankenstein.” 
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New music: predictions for the eighties 
as their forerunners. The the shit out of them if they 

notice the public likes it. 
However, as a rule, the L 
companies will dictate to us 
what we should hear by 
using elaborate marketing 
techniques. 

non-college affiliated people 
listen to campus radio on 
regular basis. The reason, 
firstly they tend to air a wide 
spectrum of music. Secondly, 
they don’t have commercials. 
Thirdly, radio is considered 
business. Eveyboday has 
fun without/the worry of 
maintaining large 
listernership. 

The 1970’s are rapidly 
drawing to a close, and soon large record companies esti- 
the .80’s will be upon us. mate that it takes $300,000 
This will mark the beginning to sell an artist today. With 
of many new changes in our so much cash at stake, they 
lifestyle. Perhaps the biggest are not willing to -take many 
change will be the type of risks. So, you’ll probably 
music the average North hear more from artists who 
American listens to. If the have established themselves, 
music being created now is and less new music. As a 

any indication of what’s to point of interest, the two 
come, look for more speciali- music industry heavies, 
zation in recording technol- Warner-Electra-Atlantic 

ogy, and the diffraction of (WEA), and Columbia have 
music into newer and clearer announced that they are 
categories. going to release fewer al- 

Flashback’to the mid 50’s bums annually beginning this 

when Bill Haley and his year. 

Comets made their epic The few lucky musicians 

debut. What existed then who get a crack at making 

was simple. Music was either the big time, will be mar- 

jazz, country and western or keted using highly sophisti- 

rock and roll. Twenty five cated promotion campaigns. 

years later, we are listening to The market will be flooded 

progressive rock, punk, pop, with souvenir buttons, post- 

new wave, easy listening and ers, coloured vinyl discs, AM 

jazz rock (fusion). As you hit singles.and promotional 

read this article, the moguls movies in an effort to keep _ 

of the recording industry are the public buying. Bands like 

creating newer music for us Dire Straits, who let their 

to listen to, and subsequently 
music sell itself, will become 

purchase. less prominent in the eighties. 
If a band with that kind 

The new artists of the of potential materializes, the 

1208 Victoria North, 
Kitchener 

Licensed under LLBC 

Tickets: * 

$7.50 at door 
i 

Tickets available 
at Bingeman Park, . _ 
Sam’s and Records 

on,Wheels 

In addition to the record 
companies, commercial radio 
will also shape what the 
proper music to listen to in 
the 80’s. Radio as a whole is 
at the stage where each sta- 
tion is aiming its product at 
one specific sector of the 
market. Example CHUM-FM; 
and Q-107 (egad!! What 
trip.e!!) determine what the 
listeners want to hear by 
phone surveys. The most 
popular tunes are played the 
most, to reflect their de- 
mand. As a result, both sta- 
tions have degenerated to 
the point of rarely airing obs- 
cure music that many listen-- 
ers cannot identify with. 

. Radio will return to the 
format of the sixties to a. , 
slight degree. Whereas in the 
past stations operated to 
provide the public with enter-, 
tainment in addition to turn- 
ing a profit, they now are 
money oriented. They’ll 
change styles to please the 
largest market audiences. 
The guy who, likes culty rock, 
will listen to the culty sta- 
tions, aka CFNY-ish, which 
will experience a resurgence 
in popularity. 

The underground station 
will play relatively anything. 
The result: the disc jockey 
will be able to mix old and 
new music together into a 
continuous package. Nobody 
will get sick of hearing the 
occasional hit on FM, be- 
cause it won’t be a reguIar 
practice to play them daily. 

Surprisingly, college radio 
will flourish successfully. It’s 

The television industry will 
jump into the music business 
headfirst. The tube will offer 
sports, variety programmes 
sitcoms and music shows. In 
1973, NBC treated us to 
Midnight Special, Next ABC 
gave us In Concert, followed 
by Speakeasy with pyro 
technician Chip Nonck-and 
Don Kirshner’s Rock Con- 
cert. In past years, the rock 
stars were relegated to the 
early hours of the morning. 
Now, the stars command the 
prime watching hours. Meat- 
loaf in a 2 l/2 hour long 
special, simulcasts between 
FM and-TV stations, another 
two dozen rock award 
shows, and a googol of 
shows dealing with any as- 
pect of the music business 
will permeate the airwaves. 

Similarly, the nature of the 
artist is goi;ng to change radi- 
cally. Musicians are becom- 
ing technicians, an*d record- 
ing engineers in a few years. ’ 
The combination of elec- 
tronic instruments such as 
synthesizers and mellotrons 
and the advancements made 
in recording equipment have 
left the musician in the 
position of having to know 
how everything works, to get 
the sound he or she may 
want. It’s a long way from 
the days when the musician 
was pleased if he had his 
music transferred onto record 

, 

regardless of the sound qual- 

Live performance will be 
revered as if they are a holy 
event. Hockey arenas and 
foptball fields-will house 
crowds upwards of 70,000 
people to hear a handful of 
giant stars. Those who 
quickly fade from the top ten 
scene will return to playing 
the bar circuit, where they 
can see the faces in the 
crowd enjoying the show. 

The gods and goddesses 
who survive long’enough to 
make the top ten on the 
charts, will depend heavily 
on gadgetry and theatrics to 
keep fans happy. Electric 
Light Orchestra and Paul 
MacCartney thrilled 
thousands at CNE stadium, 
and Maple Leaf Gardens 
with bolts of laser beams 
piercing the thick pall of 
smoke. 

Well, the. eighties will 
probably see the introduction 
of holograms into live stage 
shows. Giant three - at the stage where many ity. 

6s Your oice : -t 1 i \ L P , &: \ , 4 ‘0, 
One Way (viaN.Y.C.) $209 

\ 4 +a _ 
@Departures throughout 
summer beginning May 26 
ShoH Duration from 5259 
@Stay up to 4 weeks 

Long Durations 5295 
@Stay up to 180 days 

All seats confirmed . 
Book at least 30 days prior to 
departure, space is limited 

Forbookinginformationcontact: 

Caiadian Universities 
Travel Service Ltd. 
“We Won’t Be Undersold. ” 
44 St.. George St. Toronto, 979-2604 

dimensional images will 
hover in mid-air over the 
heads of the creowd. These 
apparitions will act and move 
*as if they have their own fret 
will. Emerson brought us the 
flying piano, Devo will bring 
us Devo-Vision in 
Devo-Colour proclaiming the 
principles of Devo-evolution. 

The actual music we will 
listen to will be categorized 
into main groups and sub- 
groups. We had punk in 
1976. From there new wave 
and pop emerged. New 
wave will become more 
popular, but we will also se 
the evolution of new wave 
county, new wave jazz. 
Punk will persist because 
youth and their quest for vio 
lence and sex during the 
ages’of 10 and 20 need a 
constant supply of deca- 
dence. Pop, which is punk 
without the chaos will prog- 
ress. Pop, will become the 
new AM music. The Cars in 
78, Nick Lowe and Dave 
Edmunds in 84. As an adder 
bonus Johny Rotten who 
founded the legendary. Sex 
Pistols in 1976, will still be 
performing in 1986, if he 
do.esn’t burn himself out like 
Sid Vicious. 

Jazz will no longer exist 
under that name. Instead, wt 
will buy mainstream, sw’ing, 
bop, and fusion. Most jazz 
artists will follow the exampk 
the rock stars showed, and 
become more technically 
oriented. 

The blues of the eighties 
won’t change. Blues is al- 
ways blues. The topic no 
longer will be about bad 
women, great women or 
having no money. The blues 
fans will sing and listen to 
credit card blues, or I woke 
This Morning And Both Cars 
Were Gone Blues. 

Soul, disco and funk will 
, remain in its present state. 

Disco will be strictly for the 
meat-market pick-up palaces 
known as The Disco. Soul 
will be heard on rhythm and 
blues stations. And funk will 
be heard everywhere. 

AS the decade of compla- 
cency is quietly ushered out, 
the dynamic eighties are be- 
ginning with a bang. Already 
lyrics of songs suggest pres- 
ent anger at the system. Un- 
fortunately, the musicians are 
members of the system, and. 
are only bad mouthing it as 
a ploy for us to buy records. 
Still, it’s a nice way to help a 
can of beer go,down. Billy 
Joel’s portrait will probably 
replace Billy Carter’s on beer 
cans. “Here’s to tomorrow! 
Urppp!“. 

Leonard Darwen 



Max Webster , 
A Million Vacations 
(Sun Voices, Look Out) 

Feds $4.95 Non-Feds $5.95 

Supertramp - , Led Zeppelin - styx 
Breakfast in America Presence Equinox 

(Oh Darling, Child of Vision) (Tea-for One, For Your Life) (Lorelei, Suite Madame Blue) 
Feds $5.51 Non-Feds $6.51 Feds $3.97 Non-Feds $4.97 Feds $4.95 Non-Feds $5.95 

Mon-T 1 -hursday 

. 
Friday 

9,:30-6:00 

George Bb-nson . 
Living Inside Your Love - 3 

-- We have the’best prices z ’ ‘. l ’ ’ I 
(Hey girl, Prelude to Fall) 

Feds $9.97 Non-Feds $10.99, quantities 
We undersell everyone with our Maxell,.- 

-. M BASF and TDK tapes 
There is a special sale on BASF Super Reels 

(red coded) 

Ultravox - 

Extra discounts -are available on boxes of 
tapes. : 

Buy your Soundguard here! 
Come in and inquire about prices Ian Thomas Band 

. Systems of Romance Glider 
(Slow Motion, Dislocation) (Pilot, Nero’s Spell) 

Feds $4.95 Non-Feds $5.95 
Sale ends Friday, April 6, 6:00 PM. 

Feds $4.95 Non Feds $5.95 
A 

Chris Deburgh 
Crusader 

(Carry On, Just In Time) 
Feds $5.51 Non-Feds $6.51 

Long John Baldry 
Baldy’s Out 

(Stealer, So Sad, Darling) 
Feds $4.49 Non-Feds $5.95 

U.K. 
Danger Money 

(Ceasar’s Palace Blues, 
Rendezvous) _ 

Feds $5.51 Non-Feds $6.51 

Doobie Bros. -_ 
Minute by Minute 

(Sweet Feeling, 
Here to Love You) 

Feds $5.51 No&Feds $6.51 

Roxy Music Bread 
Manifesto Lost Without Your Love ’ 

(Angel Eyes, Dance Away) (Lay your money down) 
Feds $4.95 Non-Feds $5.95 Feds $3.97 No&Feds $4.97 

Muddy Waters 
Live * 

(Mannish Boy, Baby Please Don’t 
Go) 

Feds $5.51 Non-Feds $6.51 

Emerson, * Lake 81 
Palmer 
Works II 

(Maple Leaf Rag, Bullfrog) 
Feds $3.97 Non-Feds $4.97 



service and parts at: 
WATERLOO TOYOTA LIMITED 

Choosy? * ’ 
. You hatie every right to be; 
_ We can’t affordLnot to be. 

Thursday’March 29, 1979: Im&nt 16 

Hey Toyota! You’re terrific! . r 
Get a '10% discount on -GRAD.%- 

23-27. \ 7 
* Happy Easter! 

Hours: Mon. -Fri. - 9:30-5:30 Ext. 3700 1 3 
The Apple Hairstylist - Apple II Hairstylists 

PHOTOS 
You get: 
1 8x10 - 
2 5x7 
8 Wallet Size 

ALL FOR 

24 95, 

choose* .f rom 6 d.ifferent. 
> I d ‘,poses 

Phone Sooter Studi@s 
(Spec/i’allgioup rated) 

886-l 740 Waterloo Square 
7459081t Stanley Park Mall 

JOB OPENING . 
Position 

Researcher 
Employer: 

Board of Education, Federation of Students 
Duties: 

1.a. Prepare a well-researched response‘ to the Senate’s “Third Decade” committee report. 
Lb. On the basis of this report, prepare a “draft list of recommendations for policy and strategy on 

improving the quality of education, cutbacks, etc., to be considered by the ‘Board and ’ 
Students’ Council. 

2. Conduct other research tasks of interest to’student welfare. 
. 

3, Assist chairperson in preparing a programme for the Board for the Summer and Fall 
t&I& 1979. 

Qualifications: 
1. Third or fourth-year undergraduate student at University of Waterloo. 
2. Must demonstrate exceptional skill in research design, report-writing, presentation, typing, and 

use of quantitive techniques. 
3. Preferably has had some prior involvement in campus organizations and shows concern for student 

issues. 
To Apply: 

1. Applications available at Federation of Students office, Campus Centre Room 235. 
2. Present one or two reference letters. . 
3. Submit application, reference letters, and any other helpful documents (resume, letter outlining in- 

terest in student affairs, etc;) by April 13, 1979, at Campus Centre Room 235. 
Pay: 

I 

$160 per week. . 

Period: + 
April 30 - August 31, 1979 (18 weeks) 

.  

.  ’ Mark McGuire, 
President, 

Federation of Students. i-L’ ,I ) 42 

HOT 1 
’ FUDGE 
SUNDAE 

when you buy 
another one 

As if our  rich hot fudge extra 
vagunza isn’t enough to tempt 
you, we’re giving away a free 
one when you buy one-but 
only temporarily. Hurry! 

Coupon offer 
expires April 5 

Westmount 
Plaza at University 

. * @U. S: Pat. Off., ?%m. D. 0. Corp. 
Copyrtght, 1976, Am. D. 0. Corp. ., 
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*’ 
Office Specialty Ltd. 

WeStmount 
Place *. . i: , 

Willson Office Specialty in Westmount 
Place PIaza is THE complete stationary 
stofe for all your needs. We carry a 
complete line of: Staedtler-Mars 

. Drafting and Drawing Instruments, 
Grumbacher .Art Supplies, Hewlett a 
Packard, Texas Instrument and Sharp 
calculators, engineering form and all 
other stationary items which you may 
need throughout yours school year. 

\ 
i l 

All students showing I.D. cards will 
receive a 10% discount on all 
merchandise other than items already 
sale priced. i ._ , 
Beside Eatons in _ - 
.Westmount Place . =- 

-,--;-” ? a- ---9--~-&.- -. ( , -ir-= 1 k 
L 

% 

P - 1 463 i Get / . 711 753 171 

I !I 
d I ---~----- IL __- _ii I Y -- ..&I _ 

a Specialty 
6 

. W WillsOn , \ 
Mon., T&es.: 9:30-6:00 Westmount Place, 
Wed., Thurs., Fri.: 9:30-9:30 
Sat.:‘9:3016:00 . 

Waterloo 
885-4691 

400 KING STREET, KITCHENER, ONTARIO 

Wardi rum. 
1 it b&fore -  -  

, & . A  . .  

l 0, 
,, ,.. A’ I 

with soda, water; ginger and .abnogt ‘, 
” BAti-ARDI rttm 

anything else. I 

‘. : . T 
t O R  A  FOOD A N D  D R I N K  REClPf  8OOKLCT WRlTL FBM DlSTlttERy C D  LTU I’D B O X  3b8 B R A M P I O N  ONTARIO tbVZL3 B A C A H D I  Hi,h41S, PROOuCtl, Bv S P E C I A L  AUTHORI IY  A N D  UNDfk  IH~ 
S U P E R V I S I O N  Of  B A C A R D I  8 C O M P A N Y  LIMIILD B A C A R D I  A N D  BAT DCVILL ARL R E G I S I E R L D  I f%ADLMAR(KS Of  BACARDl  6 C O M P A I V V  LlMlltD BOTltLD B Y  f  BM DlSllLtLRY CO LID C A N A D A  
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ecords 
The Ramones 
Road to Ruin 

When an individual hears 
ne term punk or new wave 
pplied to an artist’s music, 
le or she either falls in love 
Jith it, or denounces it 
Jithout ever listening to the 
rtist’s work. As a result, 
onic sounds that might 
ppeal to mass audiences 
iever get the recognition 
ney deserve. 

The Ramones, reigning ’ 
porn the Excited States 
United States for all you 
raditionalists), are victims of 
his labelling process. 
3ecause they are a “punk” 
)and, people have a 
endency to shun them. Its 
ibout time all this nonsense 
topped. The Ramones 
ourth album has the 
nakings of one of the finest 
ock and roll discs to be 
eleased -in a long time: 

Road to Ruin is about the 
ives of losers on the “road 
0 ruin”. Their lives have 
,ecome meaningless; they 
rave lost girlfriends and they 
Ire depressed. Songs like I 
ust Want Something To Do, 

)on’t Come Close, and I 
1on’t \h!ant You carry all’the 
:onvictions of what losing 
jut means. 

The -Ramones view about 
;uch a lifestyle isn’t sucky as 
)ne would suspect. Instead 
hey scream out in anger 
ibout such a monotonous 
Ilight. Their brand of 
hree-chord guitar rock sears 
>ut loud and proud. The 
iamones don’t pretend to 
)e Dimeolas or Bensons on 
he guitar. They are being 
sincere to themselves, 
Ilaying simple rock. Also, 

wants to hear flashy C  ude a version of Sony 
showmanship. At times, the Bono’s Needles and Pins, 
show-offs, eg, several jazz and Its a Long Back, lauding 
artists, get a little difficult to the necessity to get back to 
swallow. . Germany. Why? I don’t 

The result of striking out in know! 
life is some sort’of brain Road to Ruin is the best to 
damage. On Rocket To date the Ramones have 
Russia, they sang about done. If you like Foreigner, 

Teenage Lobotomies being 
the answer to rebel!ious 
youth. Road to Ruin contains 
three numbers concerned 
with the deprived .state of 
mind individuals suffer from. 
I want To Be Sedated, So 
Mental and Bad Brains, 
focus on not having a mind. 

Apart from the bizarre stuff 
on Road to Ruin, this album 
represents a musical 
progression for The 
Ramones. A couple of the 
songs shy away from 
madness, and transcend into 

and Boston, you’ll love 
Ramones. They are 
aggressive without pretention 
like the former two. Great 
stuff. Leonard Darwen 

The Tubes 
Remote Control 

Their fifth album, Remote 
Control triumphantly marks 
the return of The Tubes and 
Todd Rundgren to the 
recording scene. 

Remote Control 
exemplifies Rundgren at his 
best which is when he is 

the boundaries on advising others, and it also 
country-rock, a la new wave delineates how far the Tubes 
style. can go musically. * - 

lot every soul in the world A couple of surprises in- 

Announcing 

with the most 
. modern facilities 
reasonable prices 

personal service for 
both men and women 

92 King St. S., Waterloo 
. (above O.W. Sports) 

Phone 885-2151 , 

On Now and What Do 

You Want From: Live, the 
Tubes were beginning to 
sound stale. They lacked 
direction often ignoring their 
comic talents. The only 
element that kept them afloat 
was their fabulous stage 
antics they offered during 
live performances. 

Remote Control is a 
concept album focused on 
the greatest pacifier of all 
time, THE TELEVISION. 
The Tubes know that almost 
every North American has 
gone past the love affair 
stage with TV and is now 
totally dependent on it. 

The album opens up with . 
Turn Me On, a spirited 
heavy-metal rocker 
demonstrating the power the 
idiot box has. Michael 
Cotten’s synthesizer 
capabilities have been 
enhanced to their fullest. 

However, the highpoint of 
Remote Control, is a 
Rundgren song called TV is 
King. The opening rambling 
synthesizer lick catches the 
ear‘s attention almost., 
immediately. Then the-song 
ex.plodes into sincere, hard _ 
driving rock. Prairie Prince, 
their prima donna drummer 
still packs the same punch 

- today as he did on their 
debut album. 

Remote Control also 
features a little more singing 
from Tube plaything, Re 
Styles. Rundgren has 
discovered her similarity to 
Blondie’s Deborah-Harry, 
and combined it with Fee 
Waybill’ s vocal prowess. 

The Tubes are back bigger 
than ever in 1979 and they 
mean business. Fall victim to 
The Tubes, and not the tube 
today. i Leonard Darwen 
, 

AAA+A. 
Wanted: persons with 
cars fd’r pro.motional. 
work. 

Telephone . 
8863840 

Going to 
Britain 
this summer? 

For the discerning and 
academically inclined visitor we 
offer a fascinating study tour of 
Britain’s historic, agricultural, 
industrial and social landscapes. 
Ravel - by luxury air-conditioned 

coach, 
Stay - in world famous universities 

and hotels 
Numbers - are limited to ensure the 

yersonal benefits of 
professional academic I 
guides 

cost - 8 days for $725.00, includes 
’ breakfast and most dinners. 

(Land arrangements only incl. ) 
Ideal for faculty 

and students! 
:or more information, write: 

Academic Enterprises, 
P.O. Box 8108; . 
Kitchener, Ont. 
N2K 2B6 \ 

When was the last time you 
had ten great looking nails at 
the same time? No splits, no 
cracks, and no problems? 
Have long, perfect nails 
by tonight! 

I 

The Total Look 
Corporation Square, 

141 Ontario St. North, 
Kitchener. 7422321 

Waterloo 
-- Taxi . 

Ltd n 

Kitchener to Waterloo 
Waterloo to Kitchener 
and Side Waterloo 

886-1200 
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years old and far larger that a “Islam is based on the belief of a 
few light-days, creationism Divine revelation sent to men 
would contradict many ob- bY prophets as inter- 
served facts if it didn’t riddle mediary. . . . it is the Di- 
itself with an infinite series of vine aspect which has the deci- 
qualifications. To be meaning- sive significance in Islam and 
ful at all, it must be open to the not the reasoning of a 
possibility of refutation, btit all philosopher, a jurist or a 
the evidence it ‘confronts’, or moralist, the more so because 
rather avoids, such as the facts the reasoning of different indi- 
mentioned above and the fact viduals may differ and lead to 
that Man is a specialized completely opposite conclb- 
branch of the animal kingdom, sions.” And vet, he quotes a 

One can’t have a game in which 
one side plays chess against the 

has a curious habit (very useful 
for ‘creationists) of either com- 

Letters 

other side playing checkers. pletely ignoring evidence 

” 
Each player would conkder against his beliefs or dismis 
himself the winner and his op- s&g it with a iat alibi such ai 
ponent a bizarre player, a cheat, “locusts are still locusts” or 
and a loser. “carbon 14 accumulation is too 

Failed to Understand generations. Species which/-The assumption about chaot- variable to be used as a dating- 
could not adapt at all became ically forming molecules is ab- Evidence for 

It is evident that Dr. extinct. surd. Most of organic chemistry 
technique”, 
evolution was described in my 

Schroeder has failed to under- Dr. Schroeder dismisses all teaches about ions and last letter, but those passages 
stand my stipulations on evolu- this as irrelevant. My argu- molecules interacting only had to be editted out due to lack 
tion and thermodvnamics, for ments don’t seem to touch his with certain specific parts and * _ - of space, I shall reiterate them 

in cbndensed form: are either ignored or explained saying tittributkcl to the-prophet 
Though carbon 14 generation away by excuses which protect Mohammed (5.70-632), the 

in the upper atmosDhere bv the myth from confutation and founder of Islam, who did not 
even from contrary evidence. read or write: “ , . . Knowledge 
As Anthony Flew once wrote, is my capital, reason is the basis 

I  
”  

cosmic a&i gamma rays from 
sunspots varies in time, the rate 
is in regular cycles which have ‘“TO assert such is to deny that of my religion. , ,“. 
been recorded i’n the growth such is not the case. If the con- As man can reason only from 
lines of giant redwoods and trary is not denied, then no- particular experiences towards 
other ancient trees for three thing is really asserted.” general universals, his reason- 
thousand years. The pattern But I’ll say again, seeking ing does not lead to a unity of 
remained unchanged in all that truth is not the intent of the knowledge and consequently 
time and can easilv be extraDo- creation-pusher, the aims are not to the truth. Thus, to base 

his last letter is a dmere repeti- 
tion of his previous claims 
which have already been re- 
futed. To sum up my argument: 
even though entropy of the en- 
tire universe has always been 
constantly increasing, entropy 
of local regions and open sys- 
tems can decrease. The entropy 
argument isn’t even relevant 
because survival of the fittest 

postulates at all, because he is P ositions of other molecules, 
arguing on an entirely different and how and why they do. 
and separate plane of “reason: Thus, molecular formation 
ing”. In his plane it seems that under any given conditions is 
lack of cohclusive proof im- causally predetermined, so that 
plies falsehood, or when con- macromolecules of arbitrary 
venient, lack of final refutation size and complexity can be 
implies truth, the definitions of formed in a lab by manipula- 
order and randomness are un- tion of conditions, chemical 
clear and in constant flux, and presence and proportions of 
atoms are assumed to be in total substances. Proteins acd other 

lated. Moreover, &e potassikm 
40 content in volcanic ash fresh 
from the Earth’s mantle can be 
known because any that has de- 
cayed to argon 40 was dissi- 
pated from the dust, loose, ash, 
and lava,; and when the latter 
are cobled, packed dew-n, and 
hardened, all argon generated 
from then on is trapped. Since 
the half-life of K 40 is known, 
the minimum possible age of 

turning back the glock and 
suppressing civil liberties. For 
more about creationism, see . 
“Fads and Fallacies in the 
Name of Science”, A.J. Ayer’? 
“Language Truth and Logic” or 
Flew’s “Can Religious Beliefs 
Be Tested Empirically?” in 
“Problems of Philosophy”, and 
an Evolutionists letter in March 
14 Today’s Student. 

religion on reason, is to base re- 
ligion on arbitrary absolutes. 

In Islam, the rationale of the 
intermediary Mohammed was 
made the arbitrary absolute. 
Christianity is based on the di- 
rect revelation of God to man 
through His Son Christ. 

John E. Leeson 
the rock can be dalculated.%oth 
these dating methods are said 
to. be accurate to within one 
percent. 

F.A. Schaeffer, theologian 
and philosopher, explains in 
his book “Escape from 
Reason”, (1968) the Cristian 
position on both, human know- 
ledge and salvation, which can 
not be separated. He states, that 
the Reformation of the 
16th-century accepted the bi- 
blical picture of total Fall oi 
man including his intellect and 
will. Consequently, fallen man 
isnot autonomous in the area oi 
knowledge and salvation. 

and heredity of .fitness violate chaos forming molecules helter macromolecules and some 
no scientific laws. However skelter unlimited and unre- bases have already been formed 
much chance is involved in stricted by any chemical in experimental duplications of 
survival, survival probability is characteristics. As a result, the conditions and composition of 
higher for the fit than for the debate has stalemated and is the primordial sea. 
unfit. Even if the stronger, degenerating to a Monty Dr. Schroeder claims that “as 
quicker, or more alert have one Python “no it isn’t - yes it 1s” evolution is postulated to have 
in a thousand more survival dialogue. A debate will get no- taken place over millions of 
ch&ce than their lessers, that is where if there is no agreement years, any direct verification of 
enough to cause a trend in aver- of basic lggical principles and this hypothesis by data is im- 
age quality across a million no common realm of dispute. possible.” Poor Dr. Schroeder 

’ WEIW’EFRUITONTHE 
~BUTNlMOFOURV060URT... Finally, creationism isn’t a 

theory at all, much less a fact 
because by the criterion that-Dr. 
Schroeder himself mentioned, 
it is net empirically verifiable 
and is therefore epistemdlogi- 
tally meaningless and academ- 
ically worthless. While 
evolutionary theory is backed 
by indirect evidence and exp- 
lains observed phenomena, 
such as all the geological and 
astronomical evidence that the 
universe is far beyond 6000 

e 
Thus, in Islam it is reasoned 

that salvation of man is up to 

M. Hamidullah reasons in his 
book, that man has his weak- 
nesses, as he is constituted 
simultaneously of the capacities 
of both of good and evil; yet 
Islam recognizes the possibility 
of par‘don, the elements of 
which are repentance and repa- 
rations. 

Year 2, Science 

Inconsistency of Islam 
“Ahmad : emphasized 

throughout that the Islamic 
faith is based on rationalism”. 
This was the concluding state- 
ment of the Imprint article 
“Islam, total revolution”, 
(March 16, 1979). 

An inconsistency of revela- 
tion and reason in Islam is re- 

Dr. Anis Ahmad also em- 
phasized that Islamic faith is 
based on the Koran, which is 
accepted by Muslims as a di- 
vine revelation. The duality of 
revelation and rationalism 
leads to an inconsistency, as 
rationalism accepts reason as 
the only authority and rejects 
revelation. 

fleeted in the writing of M. 

Man commits sins until he 
dies, practically from the day 
he is born and Schaeffer writes, 
that the only way to be saved is 
to raise the empty hands of faith 
and, by God’s grace, to, accept 
God’s free gift - Faith Alone. He 
states that final and sufficient 
knowledge of man rests on the 
Bible and on the words of 
Christ and that man’s salvation 
is through the death of Crist on 
the cross. ’ 

Schaeffer explains that 
through Crist, the Son of God 
incarnate, the truth has been 
revealed by God directly to men 
and this leads to a rational unity 
of particulars and universals. 
He writes: “He (God) spoke in 
true revelation concerning 
Himself - heavenly things - 
and He spoke in a true revela- 
tion concerning nature - the 
cosmos and man. Therefore 
they (the Reformation men) had 
a real unity of knowledge. . . . 
They had a real unity, not be- 

‘hause they were clever, but be- 
cause they had a unity on the 
basis of what God had revealed 
in both areas. 

Schaeffer explains that there 
was now possible true freedom 
within the revealed form, as 
man, even though fallen was an 
unprdgrammed man, created in 
the image of God. He points out 
that thk Christian unity of 
knowledge lead for example to 
the birth of modern science. All 
three, Galileo, Newton and 
Pascal; who founded modern 
science in the li’th-century, 
were believing Christians. 

The recognition of the limits 
of human rationality based on 
particulars and the acceptance 
of the absolute truth by faith 
alone, is the essence of Christ- 
ianity, which is based directly 
on the tvords spoken by God 
through Christ. 

Islam is based on the ability 
of man to reason and to 
interprete- prophetic experi- 
ences. It recognizes that reason- 
ing is not unique and yet insists 
on the uniqueness of its relig- 
ion. Dr. J. Schroeder 
Professor of Civil Engineering 

NEILL-WYCIK COLLEGE 
HOTEL 
DOWNTOWN $16.00 MINI-TWIN 

TORONfO Roe!: . UDMONEYONTHE M5B lG7 

This handsome, Canadian-designed coupon is 
worth 204 off on your next purchase of Beatrice 
Fruit Bottom Yogourt. Nice, aye? 

And Beatrice Fruit Bottom Yogourt is &-natural 
yogourt. Pure yogourt. With no artificial 
preservatives. And tucked away under all that 
good eating is more good eating-a pure, 
fresh-fruit bottom you mix yourself. In nine different 
flavours. Good stuff. Try it. 

., 5$‘s’ ’ WE I 
GIVE YOU 

96GERRARD ST.EAST 
A FEELING 

1416) 367-0320 “:~~‘gtt:“o”s”,“,:,. 2nd 

aWe are a 22 storey highrise 
in downtown Toronto. ’ 

.We offer housing at r,eason- 
able prices. ’ - Raspb&ry Boysenberry Spiced Apple 

*We are owned by our 
members. 

*We are co-operatively 
managed and democratically 
run. 

Write the Housing Office 
Nei I I-WyCi k Co-operative 
96 GerraFd Street East 
Toronto (416) 367-0320 

MR. DEALER: We WIII reimburse you for the fat 
value of the coupon, plus normal handling 
charges, provided you and your customers 
comply with the terms of the offer lnvolces fo 
sufflclent stock to cover coupons redeemed 
must be shown on request Appllc%ons for 
redemption from pnnclpals only 

For redemption, mail to: 

-7 Beatrice Foods, 

SPECIAL SUMMER LEASE 
May 1 to August 31 
$135 per month 
single room. 



Letters : 
No Basic Facts 

Just who is incompetent? (re 
letter from Glenn Julian, Im- 
print, Mar. 22) In his lktter Mr. 
Julian criticized U of W Music 
Director Alfred Kunz for being 
incompetent and self seeking. 
It is a telling fact that Mr. 
Julian’s letter deals at great 
length with advertising his own 
credentials and later with un- 
substaqtiated slander, He ac- 
cuses Alfred Kunz of’ being 
unable to run a “kindeigarten 
class, never mind an adult 
music program at a univer- 
sity.” Obviously, Julian knows 
nothing about Alfred Kunz and 
his work, his situation at the 

concerned with the atomic bomb 
thati music. 

3. Julian continues to propo- 
gate ft?lsities when he claims 
that Kunz started a petition on 
his own behalf. In fact, the pet- 
ition was initiated and distri- 
buted by concerned members 
of the music program. Furth- 
ermore, I can say from per- 
sonal knowledge that Alfred 
Kunz is not interested in re- 
gaining the position he has 
successfully held for the past 
14 years, but he is genu’inely 

concerned with the plight of 
his students. Mr. Julian,‘s 
cheap shot is of the most dis- 
gusting variety. 

university or the purpose of 
the U of W Music Program. 

4. As for the fourth point, 

Despite Julian’s gross state- 
the reader will recogniz’e that, 

ment that Alfred- Kunz is a 
except for its unfortunate na- 

“phony composer,” the fact is 
ture, it is virtually its own 

Kunz has studied with the 
parody. (By the way, Glenn, the 
University does not have a board 

leading composers, Karlhienz of directors ) 
Stockhauzen, Ernst Krenek, 
and Earl Brown and while par- 
ticipating in the Darmstadt 
courses, attended lectures 
given by Milton Babbitt. In 
many compositions Alfred 
Kunz has demonstrated his 
creative and intellectual 
abilities as a composer. These 
facts clearly demonstrate that 
Julian is ignorant when he says 
that Kunz “has no understand- 
ing of the subject at all”. 

Again Mr. Julian displays ig- 
norance when he complains 
about the quality of the per- 
formances - he does not 
realize that the U of W music 
program is an extra-curricular 
activity for interested student 
amateur musicians. These stu- 
dents make no pretentions at 
being professional, unlike the 
pompous Mr. Julian. In fact, it 
i\ amazing the performances 
Kunz has achieved with en- 
thusiastic but untrained per- 
formers. 

The music program is not to 
provide would-be critics with 
alternatives to the Canadian or 
Metropolitan Opera. The prog- 
ram is designed to allow stu- 
dents to gain an introduction to 
ensemble and choir performing 
with with the prime objective 
of providing an opportunity for 
entertainment. Julian feebly at- 
tempts to criticize Alfred Kunz 
as having “no knowledge” be- 
cause his performers do oat 
have the “nuance of’s great vio- 
linist like Jascha Heifetz OI  

a Johann Straus waltz or the 
Mona Lisa.” Perhaps it is the 
self aggrandizing Mr. Julian 
who is not aware of the “differ-, 
ence between hype and 
music” as his letter is pure 
journalistic sensationalism. 

,- 

I. Mr. Julian claims that 
there are “sufficient outlets for 
such music at both Wilfred 
Laurier University and Conrad 
Crebel.” This has been dis- 
zounted by Dean Mather of 
W. L. U, in a letter to t%he K-W 
Record. It is a well known fact . 
that W.L.U. will offer some 
Dpportunity to a limited 
number of students, if and 
when some openings in their 
:nsembles arise. Conrad Gre- 
3el College has announced, but 
tiade no commitment, that 
they will attempt to fullfill 
jome of the functions previ- 
jusly provided by the extra- 
curricular music program. 
However, their performances 
nay be limited by their con- 
iervative perspective. These 
:wo schools hardly present the 
sufficient outlet that Julian 
:laims exists. 

2. In his second point Julian 
umps of the deep end!!! Julian 
wants the nob-existent 20,000 
lollars (Kunz’s salary) for “an 
In line coriiputer hook up with 
J,S. universities.. . so we. . . 
:an get more complete infor- 
nation on truly educational 
natters such as Einstein’s cre- 
ition of the atomic bomb”!!! 
lulian suggests to us that 3 
amateur music is not a truly 
:ducational pursuit. It seems 
11~0, despite his introductory 
disclaimers that he is more 

We would suggest to Mr. 
Julian that if he considers writ- 
ing 4uch trashy lettell\ in the 
future he should at least in- 
quire into the basic fact\. It is 
appalling ti, see that a person 
who claim4 to have been *‘a 
drama and music critic for the 
biggest paper in Canada” and 
to have “a little kno’wledge and 
background about the subject” 
write such unthinkable gar- 
bage. 

John Free 
George Free 

Shock and Anger 
It was with much dismay, 

g;“, ;;;i?;!y;;t;~; ‘,;‘;t$ 

March 22, I979 within which he 
deemed fit to slander Mr. Kunz. 

MI-. Julian was a critic for the 
largest paper in Canada, he says. 
So what’? I think the Chevron 
would have us believe that it is 
the biggest and most influential 
paper in Canada (at least in ego). 
May I remind Mr. Julian of the 
old adage: “Those who can do; 
Those who can’t, criticize.“ 
Considering that one of his main 
interests is music, all of the ac- 

tivitie\ he referred to were li\lcd 
in past tense. Weren’t you good 
enough, MI.. Julian, to continue 
these interest\‘.) Arc YOLI 50 veh- 
ement toward\ Mr. Kunl he- 
caI;l\e he didn’t immedi:~teIy 
offer you his position ot‘director 
of music upon hearing of‘ your 
marvelou\ credential\‘.’ 
. I aI50 attend many of the finer 

art\ and am involved in music 
when time permits, so I gues\ 
that makes me an expert critic 
also! 6 , 

From your letter, Mr. Julian, I 
infer that you are only a part time 
student and have not been at the 
University of Waterloo’ very 
long. I have attended Mr. 
Kunz’s performances for nearly 
four years and found them ex- 
ceptionally good in all instance\. 

I wou,ld also like to point out 
the following tlaws in your ar- 
guments: 
I) Mr. Kunz is not the cause of 

dissention but is in fact an in- 
nocent victim in the struggle 
between students and gov- 
ernment cutbacks. 

2) Conrad Grebel tends to 
specialize in religious music 
and furthermore, what has 

3 1 .\n “ct’tectike” computei. link’ 
ot‘ the hind your :I~L oc:ite 
n otrld co\t ni:tny time4 
‘420.000. I \uggt‘\t yell r-efcr- 
to ;I computer \peciali\t ( I 
niy~2lt‘ am ;I consultant for 
the Department of Comput- 
ing Service\) before you 
m:tke \u,ch ridiculou\ propo\- 
ition<. Rumour ha\ it (with’in 
ii l l re\pccted scientific cir- 
cle\) that Einstein wit\ an 
outstanding humanitarian 
:tnd did not support the bomb 
i\\ue. Next you’ll he telling 
me that you want to \pend 
the 420,OOO to “Make the rich 
pay” ! 

-1) It‘ MI-. Kunz is in opposition 
to the administration it is be- 
cause there is a lat-ge body of 
students that do not wish to 
\ee our mllsic program die. 
The petition was instigated 
by these students, not Mr. 
Kunz. 

The music program under the 
direction of Mr. Kunz has been 
an excellent activity arid a great 
asset here at U of W for years. I 

Special Thanks , 
Special thank\ to those of you 

who helped an honorable cuu\e 
by buying a Greenpeace T-shirt 
and up yours to whoever rippec 
a bunch off. Close to a hundred 
shirts have been sold this year 
and another $120 of the proceeds 
have just been sent to Green- 
peace Vancouver. I can ju4t 
hope that this years Anti- 
Whaling expedition can success- 
fully impede a Russian whaling 
fleet and once again arouse 
worldwide attention to the plight 
of the Pacific whales. 

P.S. Hats off to the Engineers’ 
money-raising bus push. 

Alan Cope 

On October 1201, after 
three intensive years of 
studying the theory of 
relativity, Wayne Thomson 

Lq 4 

I 
left his iab, li’t up a Colts, 
paused, reflected, and decided v- to become a Dhvs ed maior. 

Eniov them anvtime. . I 

, 



Graduate Studies in Fine Arts 
at York University 
Two-year programs in Dance, Music, and Visual Arts lead to 
Master of Fine Arts degrees at York. 
Graduate programs currently include: Dance history and 
criticism (also Dance notation, in 1980/81); Musicology of 
contemporary cu!tures; Visual Arts/Studio art - painting, 
drawing, sculpture, design, photography, graphics, 
experimental arts. 
Proposed graduate programs are: Film - Canadian film 
studies and Film production, to begin September 1979; 
Theatre - Performance, to begin January 1980. 
For more information, contact: Mrs. Magda Davey; Faculty 
of Graduate Studies, York University, 4700 Keele Street, 
Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3J 1 P3. Phone (416) 667-2426. 
Undergraduate degree programs and Summer Studies are 
available in all five Departments. Contact the Information 
Officer, Faculty of Fine Arts, York University, 4700 Keele 
Street, Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3J 1 P3. 
Phone (416) 667-3237. 

tudents in apartments, 

you cari... 
_- 

l 

-Rent a Danby-lgnis 
. 

Rent a Hoover- 

Thursday March 29, 1979. imprint 22 

Programme _ 
$384 - depart Toronto 

$357 - depart Montreal 
(plus departure tax) 

l Return airfare, open for one year 

l Bookings accepted up to 15 days 
- prior to departure 

l Frequent departures throughout 
year, to be sure of space book early _. 

l Eligibility: Canadian citizens or 

landed immigrants from ages - 

12-35 inclusive. 

l Ground package at reaspnable 
cost available. 

“We won’t be undersoW 
For booking information contact: 

Associationof Student 
Councils (Canada) 

t Toronto 
44 St. George St., 
Toronto, Ont. MS 2E4 
Tel (416) 979-2604 

Ottawa 
173 lisgar St. (2nd Floor) 
Ottawa, Ont. K2P 0C3 
Tel (613) 238-8222. 

April. 16/79! 
Opening special! 

For bookings made in South Campus Hall and 
available to University Faculty, Staff and 
Students only: 

During our first month of operation we will 
offer one of the following on new bookings: 
1. 5% discount on all Wardair ABC bookings 
to Britain and Europe 

One of the following on ITC Bookings: 
1. Overnight accommodations in 
Toronto for $15.OO/couple 
2. Cancellati.on insurance on your trip 
3. ‘Round trip transfers for two by limousine 
to Toronto International Airport for $25.00 

For further information call 744.6113 ext. 254. 
Eaton’s Travel 

Remember 
- Kitchener Market%quare 

- you can charge it to‘your Eaton’s 
Account. ’ 
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